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Stereo Wedding Memories
ur views this issue were both
sent to us by Don Mudge in
New Hampshire. The first was
taken just after a wedding in 1953,
showing the happy bride and
groom about to drive off from a
snowcovered parking area. This
fun view includes parts of two

0

vintage cars and a nice look at
clothing styles of the times. It is in
an older-style (gray with red edges)
Kodachrome cardboard mount.
The unusual thing about Don's
discovery of this view (and the
others in the same set) is that it
did not come from some purchased lot whose original owner
is unidentified and unknown.
Instead, Don hammed to become

acquainted with the woman
shown in the dew, who still
appreciates the way stereo photos
can allow you you re-visit the past.
Don explains:
"Doing volunteer transportation
for the elderly at church about
seven years ago I met Rita Brown.
She is 83. Early on she showed me
her 3-D wedding pictures like she
does to everybody, even if you've

doesn't recallh e photographer's
name."
Mrs. Brown provided Don with
the story behind the slide that she
was kind enough to share with us:
"In 1953 I married Simon Brown
in my home town of Worchester,
Massachusetts. By 1960, Simon
had thirty years in the military
and retired from the Air Force as a
Lieutenant Colonel at Harmon
AFB, Newfoundland. He died in
1986. We had a wonderful life
together and I miss him dearly.
(Contimrcd on pcyc 3)
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Comments
and Observations
john Dennis

Remembering

his sleep, a day before his 89th
birthday.
Jon Golden, reporting
Wing here" was the way he'd
Paul's
death
via the internet, menannounce himself on the
tioned
seeing
him only days before
0 phone, quickly launching into
when, "...he was bedridden--but
generous praise of the latest issue
he was full of piss an vinegar, playof Stereo World, criticism of a paring
duets with Bob Brackett, on his
ticular article, or a minor tirade
harmonica, and surrounded by
against an affront to stereoscopic
family and friends. Should we all
principles by those behind some
have such a long and full life like
recent film, book, viewer or other
Paul's!"
piece of stereo related equipment.
Having invited people to send
More often than not, his concluin
their
remembrances for a
sion regarding the latter would be
memorial
article in this issue, I
something like, "those poor basrealized
that
I ought to gather
tards don't know what they're
some thoughts about Paul myself.
doing."
Among all the MANY things he did
The last time Paul Wing called,
for stereo, both historic and conin late February, was to inform me
temporary,
was his contribution of
that inoperable tumors in his
exceptional articles to Stereo World.
digestive system were leaving him
The extent of his knowledge and
increasingly malnourished and
the quality of his research helped
weak, and that he was certain he
make the magazine what it is and
wouldn't last the year. I can't
inspired other contributors to
remember my end of the conversastrive
for similar levels of quality.
tion-I know I avoided the worst
Recalling
his reference to the
cliches, but most of what I said
Vanco
viewer
in his last phone
must have been pretty lame. It was
call, I looked up the two articles he
a genuine but painful honor to
wrote about it (SW Vol. 9 No. 4,
have been on the list of people he
page 23 and Vol. 14 No. 1, page
called. After assuring me that there
40).
This led to some long sessions
was surprisingly little pain
of browsing through his articlesinvolved, and that although in a
contributions to the study of
wheelchair he was going through
stereo imaging that should long
his collection and tying up loose
outlast
all of us and our personal
ends, he turned the conversation
memories of their author. In the
to his favorite viewers, especially
early years of the magazine, his
praising again the design of one of
"Equipment Notes" column helped
the rarest of all, the Vanco
expand
regular coverage into the
overlunder album viewer from
area of active stereo photography.
Brazil.
Many of us first learned of the
Less than two weeks later, on
existence
of the unique Cades
F(wh $2002, Paul Wing died in
Stereo Lending Library thanks to the
Paul Wing article in Vol. 14 No. 6,
page 22. The devilishly playful
e caption for the stereo of the
French tissue B.K. Diableries would
sculpture in "Documenting
be little more than rumored won9111 in Depth" (bottom of page
ders for many of us, perhaps to be
5 Vol. 28 No. 4) was incorrect on 1
seen under glass on a dealer's table,
two counts. First, the damaged
1
if not for Paul's extensive feature
Fritz Koenig sculpture had already . in Vol. 11No. 1, page 22-itself an
been moved from the landfill to
expansion of his earlier article in
Vol.
1No. 4.
i Battery Park in lower Manhattan
as a memorial. Second, the landOur first color issue included a
fill where the WTC debris was
Paul Wing cover feature detailing
taken is on Staten Island, not in
the history and design of that eleNew Jersey.
gant, late 19th century color stere-
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ography process The Ives Kromskop
(Vol. 15 No. 1).Four of the color
stereo images provided by the system's additive glass positives were
reproduced, and we hope to present more Kromskop images from
the collection in an upcoming
issue. That same now collector's
item, out of print issue also included The Hidden Magic of Tinted Tissues by Paul, illustrating the dramatic color effects of viewing by
back vs front lighting.
Some Special Stereoscopes in the
color issue Vol. 16 No. 2, page 9
illustrated some of the most ornate
and complex viewers ever made
and gave readers a hint of the
amazing collection that would
later make possible an entire book
on the subject. In that same issue,
the short article Hypers by Walk,
Water, Wire & Wing concluded
with an offer by Paul to give personal advice on shooting hyperstereos to anyone wishing to send
him samples of pairs they were
having problems with. In 1991,
"Les Theatres de Paris" provided a
detailed look into French tissues
illustrating plays, operas and fairy
tales in the color issue Vol. 18
No. 1.
It was about this time that Paul
Wing started concentrating more
intensly on his book project,
resulting in the 1996 publication
of Stereoscopes: The First One Hundred Years. As much as we missed
seeing more articles, this monumental, encyclopedic history of
stereoscopes was easily the equivelent of dozens of articles, to say
nothing of the time and energy
involved. By the time of the book's
completion, Paul's outward appearance had clearly gone from tall
and energetic to thin and frail. But
even sometimes needing help
negotiating stairs, he actively
(Corpimud on page 41)

editor concerning any stereo-related matter

orld. olease wnte to lohn Dennis, Stereo
~orld'~ditoria1
Office, 561 0 SE 71st Ave.,
ortland, OR 97206.
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they are actually very real
nteresting individuals. This
mpts to introduce them to
membershipsspecially

M

ary Ann Sell is a third generation native Cincinnatian
who loves all things 3-D.
Married to her husband, Wolfgang,
in 1975, she became a member of
the National Stereoscopic Association in 1983. She was elected to
the VP position in 1996 under
Larry Moor and moved up to the
presidency in 2000. She is finishing up her 1st term and will begin
her second after the Riverside 2002
convention. Although specializing
in View-Master she and her husband have amassed a large collection of stereo view cards and viewers, cameras, lenticular images,
anaglyph pictures
and many other
stereo formats.
Her lifelong
love affair with
View-Master
began when she
was five years old
and her mother
would take her to
the Cincinnati
Public Library
every week to
"borrow" a Model
"C" viewer and an
assortment of

reels. Each week, they "renewed"
the viewer and "borrowed" a new
set of reels until she exhausted the
library's inventory of reels. A few
years later, she was given her own
viewer and a few sets of reels as a
birthday present.
In 1983 when she was visiting
an area flea market her View-Master collecting experience really
began. She spied a black Model
"C" viewer and a small box of reels
for $1.00. Exclaiming that she
"always loved those things", the
set was bought without any haggling.
From this small box of reels
grew the current collection, which
exceeds 30,000 reels. Today, the
Sell's are among the foremost
View-Master collectors and THE
foremost authority on View-Master
history in the world. (This title was
bestowed by Charley Van Peltwho has worked for the company
since 1947.) They don't claim to
have the largest View-Master collection in the world, but they
probably do have the best "quality" collection.

'50s Flavored Finds (Continued
When we hired a photographer to
do our wedding in 3-D, it was so
expensive everybody thought it
was crazy, but now these pictures
are priceless memories."

I-

Realizing the need for more
information about View-Master
products, in 1994, they wrote a
book about the history of ViewMaster viewers, which was published by 3-D Book Productions in
The Netherlands. The book was
accompanied by six View-Master
reels. This publication was well
received in the stereo community.
It is the continuing quest to provide accurate, detailed information
about View-Master history that
prompted a second book-"ViewMaster Memories". This is a selfpublished historical document
written by Mary Ann and Wolfgang detailing the history of the
View-Master company from 1939
through 2000.
Not only active in stereo collecting, Mary Ann is a View-Master
photographer and has a twinned
Elph APS set up that she takes
whenever she travels. Stereo
research and history are one of her
passions and together with Wolfgang she helps run the Oliver
Wendell Holmes Stereoscopic
Research Library located in
Cincinnati, Ohio.

m
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Mrs. Brown recently posed for a
"now" stereo portrait, taken by
Don and included here as our second view. "She's a perfect subject
for ['50s Flavored Finds]," adds Don,

"because she's in it and still
around to pose again for 3-D."
Thanks Don and Mrs. Brown, for
sharing these views. am
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Stereo inithe
21st Centuw
review by John Dennis
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ith the recent publication of
the revised edition of John
Waldsrnith's 1991 Stereo
Views, An Illustrated History and
Price Guide, I looked up what I had
said in my first review (SW Vol. 18
No. 1, page 13). Although the ways
stereoviews are bought and sold
has changed considerably since
1991, the significance of this guide
in both its original and updated
form remains essentially the same.
To shamelessly quote myseIf:
In the collecting of stereo images, the
days of easily found bargains and gems
have been over for some time, and a
major cdkction of any size can involve

Stereo Views, An Illustrated
History and Price Guide, 2nd
Edition
by JohnWaldsmkh, Krause Publications,
2002. ISBN: 0-87349-409-1 Softco~r,
7x10 inches, 336 pages, 300+ photos.
524.95 plus 52.95 shipping in the U.S.
Canada and other countdes add S1.Z
Money order, personal check,
Mastercard or Visa accepted. Allow
2 weeks for shipping. Make payable
to JohnWaldsmkh, PO Box 83,
Sharon Center, OH 44274.
All books will be author signed.
Please request personal inscriptions.
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most other cdlectibies, stereographs
have had no single comprehensive listing
or price guide easily available to the general public. Darrah's 1964 book as well as
his 1977 book are out of print and were
not marketed by a major publisher with
wide distribution. A few antique price
guide books have included listings of the
most basic types of views, and books or
artides on collecting photographica have
covered views as a subcategory, but anyone wanting more &tailed information
needed to find sale lists from dealers,
visit trade fairs or track the prices realized
at auctions.
JohnWaldsmith's new book has now
permanently changed that situation,
moving stemviews more completely
than ever before into the mainstream of
organized collecting.
While any partkular price mentioned in the book may
of course be debated, the general effect
should be to reassure those paying, for
instance, $60 f q a Muybridge view of
Akatraz that they arenlt being ripped off,
and to wam them that paying much
more than $1 for a pirated view of San
Francisco's Seal Rocks is unwise.

...

Since 1991, stereoview collectors
have seen auctions-via mail,
phone or internet-become the
predominant means of buying
views outside of actual photographica trade shows or the annual
NSA convention. As the winning

d

bids at these auctions can vary
considerably, even between items
that would sell for identical prices
at a trade show table, a guide like
Stereo Views becomes even more
useful for the novice collector.
Price evaluations are of course up
from the first edition, but in many
cases by less than $5 for particular
views, while those for several
boxed sets have nearly doubled.
The collecting scene has
changed considerably with the
advent of internet auctions, the
entry of some major New York auction houses into view sales, the
retirement of some previously very
active dealers, and the frequently
heard complaint that "there's just
less out there". Some of the best
advice in the book urges would-be
collectors to attend an NSA convention, calling this the "Super
Bowl" of stereo view collecting.
While the once seemingly endless
rows of tables filled with views are
now more interspersed with tables
of camera and computer hardware,
a night of room-hopping among
view dealers can still offer a lot of
vey habit forming images to even
the most inexperienced collector
on the tightest budget.
(Continued on page 38)

IMAX
Space Station
3-D a First
review by Lmvrence Kaufinmr

I

MAX and Lockheed Martin have
done it again. Space Station
(2002) is their fifth collaboration
following The Dream is Alive
(1985), Blue Planet (1990), Destiny
in Space (1994) and Mission to Mir
(1997). Space Station is another
strikingly beautiful and technically
challenging film epic, plus the
first-ever IMAX 3D film from space.
Space Station is the story of the
greatest engineering feat since
landing a man on the Moon: the
on-orbit assembly of the Intemational Space Station (ISS), as it travels 220 miles above Earth in zero
gravity at 17,500 mph.
Produced by Imax Space Ltd., a
wholly owned subsidiary of Imax
Corporation, and sponsored by
Lockheed Martin Corporation, in
cooperation with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Space Station builds on
the IMAX-Lockheed Martin heritage that began almost 20 years
ago and now has produced these
five major large format (LF) films.
Space Station is the first of many
upcoming 3-D LF films after a long
drought. 2001 saw only one 3-D LF
film released and that was Haunted
Castle, which was released in February (see SW Vol. 28 no. 2, page
In this fmme pair from
the /MAX 3-0 film
Space Station, Astronaut Susan Helms gets
into one of the Russian
spacesuits with a little
help from some friends.
Many scenes in Space
Station make dmmatic
use of zero gravity with
visual elements floating
out into the audience,
as when an astronaut
opens a bag of pop
corn.

26). Space Station has been a long
anticipated 3-D LF film; on my list
of upcoming 3-D LF films from the
very beginning of the IMAX 3D
film boom. Having numerous
delays, from the struggling Russian
Space program to the revolutionary new 3-D space cameras aafted
by NSA members Martin and Barbara Mueller of MSM Design, Inc.,
the film has been aeeping towards
completion. Due to the unique
design of the new 3-D space cameras, with dual lenses and a single
strip of film, the film required
extra post-production work to
print dual filmstrips.
The filmmakers have crafted an
enjoyable and entertaining trip to
space, narrated by multi Academy
Award nominee Tom Cruise.
Cruise admits that he has long
been a fan of the space program
and LF films. IMAX began showing
short clips of the space footage in
early 2001 at industry events.
Some of this fabulous footage was
screened for Cruise, who was
signed on immediately after he
saw it. "The minute I'saw the
amazing 3-D footage shot by the
astronauts in space, I knew I had
to be involved with this very special film." Cruise said. Attendees at

the 2001 NSA Convention in Buffalo saw some of these frames projected during a slide show hosted
by the Muellers.
Southern California millionaire
Dennis Tito became a front-page
news story in 2001 when he
became everyone's favorite senior
citizen space cowboy. He booked a
trip to the ISS with the Russians.
Tito is not mentioned in the film,
even though they reportedly had
footage of him. The latest civilian
who purchased a ticket to the ISS
paid the astronomical sum of $20
million for the pleasure of becoming a cosmonaut. According to a
CNN Quickvote (April, 2001) more
than 86% of respondents would
buy a ticket for a flight into space
if money were no object. Now
Space Station fulfills that dream,
delivering the celestial experience
first-hand for only the price of a
trip to a movie theater.
The film had its debut at the
Smithsonian National Air and
Space Museum's Lockheed Martin
IMAX Theater on April 17th. Daily
departures to the ISS, via IMAX and
other Large Format or Giant Screen
theaters worldwide launched on
April 19,2002. Space Station
opened at two-dozen 3-D and

Expedition One Commander Bill Shephard,
right, going over
details of the newly
installed Destiny lab
module with arriving
Expedition Two Commander Yury Usachm
For interior shot lighting the crews had four
small portable 1SO
watt lights on board.

Pilot Pam Melroy
preparing to undock

IMAX DOME theaters and should
roll out to nearly 100 locations by
year's end.
Space Station challenges the
mind and fulfills our human need
for space exploration. The film is
truly an out-of-this-world adventure in 3-D. It allows viewers to
float in zero gravity and witness an
endless cosmic panorama. Audience members can journey alongside astronauts at the first international outpost in space, made even
more real by the enormous 6 to 10
story screens and 12,000-watt digital surround sound systems.
The film opens with a breathtaking shot in outer space. Cruise
assures us that we are not looking
at some special effect, but actual
space footage. After being reassured that we are seeing actual
space footage, we are next treated
to way-too-in-your-face virtual
footage, which left me scratching
my head and thinking who are
they trying to fool? But then we
learn we are viewing what the
astronauts see as they prepare for
space flight in a virtual space walk.
Space Station is the story of a
unique partnership of 16 nations
building a laboratory in outer
space, a permanent facility for the
Volume 28, Number S
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study of the effects of long-duration exposure to zero gravity, and
the necessary first step towards the
global, cooperative effort needed if
we are to go to Mars someday.
Space Station is a home movie from
humanity's home-away-from
home, the first cinematic journey
to the ISS. The audience blasts off
into space with the astronauts and
cosmonauts from Florida's
Kennedy Space Center and Russia's
Baikonur Cosmodrome to rendezvous with their new home in
orbit. The ISS is a technical marvel,
unparalleled in scope and challenge. The astronauts and cosmonauts share the tensions and triumphs of their greatest challenge:
hours of painstaking and dangerous teamwork in the deadly vacuum of space, to put the pieces
together. The ISS is not the first
space station, as the Russian
SALYUT and MIR, as well as U.S.
SKYLAB preceded this effort, however, it is a truly international
effort to create a permanent
research facility in space.
The LF space films have given
the world a window into the
exploration of space from both the
technical and human side, giving
NASA one of its most successful

outreaches; here the extra dimension has truly added much to the
experience. The IMAX cameras captured seven Space Shuttle crews
and two resident station crews, as
they transformed the ISS into a
permanently inhabited scientific
research station. We see the orbital
assembly work that expanded the
ISS from a 70-ton embryonic station to a 150-ton facility extending
200 ft. with a 240-ft. solar array
span towering 85 ft. high.
The idea for putting an IMAX
camera into space had originally
come from an astronaut. In 1976,
Apollo 11 member Michael Collins
was the first person close to NASA
to realize what LF filmmaking technology could do for the space program. Collins was the first director
of the National Air and Space
Museum in Washington. He was
shown IMAX in order to persuade
him to put it into the museum,
which he did. But when he saw it,
his first reaction was that the camera had to go into space. He said
that was the only way the world
would know what he as an astronaut experienced.
For more than 20 years, the
film's writerlproducer Toni Myers
and her colleagues, consulting pro-

After shuttle undocking
from the lntematiod
Space Station, the
c a p boy /MAX cornem captured this dmmatic wide angle view.

Astronaut suiting up
for &m Vehicular
Activity in the shuttle3
cramped aihck. (The
space station itseH now
has a much larger airlock of its own.)

..........................................
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ducer (and IMAX co-founder)
Graeme Ferguson, and director of
photographyJames Neihouse have
been training astronauts to be dnematographers, directors, sound
mixers and lighting technicians.
NASA astronauts awarded Neihouse
with the coveted "Silver Snoopy"
Award, for his "continuing superlative support to America's space
program", you can read the official
IMAX release at: www.imax.com/
I.-

first became aware of Neihouse
from his website. He was the webmaster of the Original 15/70 Film
Web Site: w w w . l 5 7 0 ~ . c o mHe
~.
put together a very complete listing of LF films and theaters before
anyone else, wen Imax.
Twenty-five astronauts and cosmonauts, who were trained as
filmmakers, used the specially
designed IMAX 3D space cameras to
shoot more than 66,000 feet, (or
12 miles) of 65mm film in space
between December 1998 and July
2001, bringing to fruition this
incredible cinematic journey of
discovery. I had heard it mentioned that the astronauts did the
6lming after their regular duties

w h c r r ~ ~ m ~ , W ~
also one of their jobs. The astronauts and cosmonauts were
trained on all aspects of the IMAX
cameras operations and shuttle
preflight planning on the best rnission timing and sun angles for
IMAX photography. Astronauts and
IMAX personnel also used simulators at the Johnson Space Center
to set up and practice the photography. They went into space with
lists of shots to take with each rnission.
The remote-controlled camera
mounted to the space shuttle cargo
bay for capturing bird's-eye views
of space walks could not be
reloaded during flight. It held just
over a mile of film, which yields
about eight minutes of running
time. On the second shuttle flight,
it encountered a software glitch,
which once tracked down nwer
reoccurred. The In-Cabin camera is
substantially smaller and lighter
than any previous 3-D LF camera.
Given the limitations, the crews
had to choose their shots carefully.
On a 1-y
mission in October
2000 the crew shot a mere four
minutes of 3-D film.

w The~starrcdgettingarcal
a s
publidty push in late 2001 when
NASA began releasing photos and
Aviation Week & Space Technology
magazine released their December
24/31 issue with eleven 3-D
anaglyph photos from the film.
See: w w w . A v i a t i o n N ~ c o n t e n t 1
publication/awst/20011224/imax
-

Dl.htm.

The film is not to be missed. The
astronauts did a commendable job
capturing the footage, yet there
were a few too many shots with
the portholes popping into view
and cutting off some of the screen
image, some sun flare and a couple
of other minor problems. I assume
this is due to the limited amount
of footage available to work with
and only having one chance to get
these shots. This probably lends
itself to adding a touch of realism
to the film. The LF format has a
now-familiar sense of grandeur.
What is most impressive about
Space Station is the clarity and definition of the 3-D imagery. The film
communicates both the expansiveness of space and the clausttophobic environments within the
vessels. em

Space Station's
Extraterrestrial
3-D Cameras
by Marty and Barbara Mueller

H

ow would you like to sit at
the back of the space shuttle
cargo bay 240 miles above the
earth and watch the assembly of
the International Space Station?
How about floating weightless
through the shuttle and space station, following the astronauts'
activities and watching our beautiful blue planet spin beneath you?
This was the concept for the
new IMAX Space Station 30 film, to
bring theaters full of earthlings up
to witness the wonder of work in
space, to share in the astronauts'
life and work in orbit as the International Space Station is being
assembled. Previous IMAX space
films (Hail Columbia, The Dream is
Alive, Blue Planet) have been most
successful in taking millions of us
along into orbit. The same team
now wanted to do it in 3-D!
This is where our small tegm of
camera builders at MSM Design
became involved. I've been designing and building motion picture
equipment since 1969. In the early
'70s I designed and built the reproduction cameras that have been
churning out the images for View-

Master reels for tne past so years.
Howard Cooper and Bill Gowen at
GAF made sure my kids had plenty
of 3-D in their young lives.
Since 1990, we've built most of
the large format motion picture
cameras in use today. We built the
IWERKSSped 65mm cameras, and
the Academy Award winning
15perf 65mm MSM 9801 cameras.
These two camera models have
shot many of the recent large format 2-D and 3-D films. We had
also worked on the large IMAX 3-D
two-strip cameras, so we were the
team of choice for the new space
cameras.
Early in 1997 four of us went to
a meeting at Johnson Space Center
to discuss requirements for the
new project. We learned to speak
ACRONYM, we learned to speak
NASA, we learned what materials
were a no-no, and we learned to
creatively avoid large meetings.
What we didn't learn was what
modem electronic components
worked long term in the nasty
radiation environment that is out
there just 240 miles into space.
John Stafford, our resident elec-

tronics wizard, was left to sort out
the system design based on his
own research. Meanwhile, Barb
and I and Gordon Gruel, our other
mechanical designer, were sorting
out how to give NASA, IMAX, and
most importantly the astronauts,
what they needed to capture stunning 3-D images 240 long miles
from home.
The hardest part of the project
from a design perspective was that
the system had to work with inexperienced operators in a tough
environment and we couldn't go
out there to test it first. The second
hardest part was that we had to be
ready for qualification tests and
launch with two different camera
systems in less than two years.
One camera system, the ICBC
(IMAX Cargo Bay Camera), rode
out in the Shuttle cargo bay, bolted
to one of the side rails just ahead
of the main engines in an insulated and heated pressure housing
with a thick quartz window. It had
three matched pairs of 30mm,
40mm, and lOOmm focal length
lenses, mounted in a turret that
allowed the shuttle crew to
In a scene from the /MAX
3-0 film S p e Station, an
astmaut in foot restraints
on the end of the C a d
annma~atodbax
from the wgo boy into its
mounting position on the
outside of the space station. For this mission the
remote contrd /MAX Cargo
Boy Camem was mounted
on the starboard side just
ahead of the main engines.
This shot was with the
40mm lens pair.

..................................................
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remotely select lens focal length
and set focus and iris from a laptop computer in the cabin. 1nset
on the same computer screen they
had a color video image from the
reflexed right eye groundglass in
the camera. The camera shoots the
left and right eye images side by
side on a single strip of 65mm
Eastman Kodak camera negative
film. The interocular is fixed at
71mm, with each image 70mm
wide by 52mm high, requiring a
film advance of 142mm (5.6") per
image pair.
Since motion pictures are a series
of precisely registered still photos
presented at a normal frame rate of
24 images per second, this yields a
running speed of 675' per minute,
using up the 5400' of film in the
magazine in eight minutes of
shooting. We've heard that Kodak
just loves it when we turn on these
cameras.
Some events, such as final docking with the Space Station, happen
so slowly and carefully that the
camera is sometimes run at slower
frame rates (18, 12, or 6 frames per
second) but this is only done when
the Earth is not in view. In order
Commander Bill Shephard getting
ready to film with the 40mm lens
pair i n the Cabin Camera. The battery module is seen mounted to the
bottom of the camera and the
video/data display is mounted on
top. The rolls of film were transported on shuttle flights in a large bag
made with space-rated material to
block cosmic radiation which could
foq the film.

A partially assembled camera movement showing the curved film advance path. The beryllium pulldown arms are midway through the 30 perf advance. The three register pin locations'are visible in the top cover. (AN car&ra assembly stereos by Robert Bhmmbeg)

................................................................................................................................................................
to remain in orbit at 240 miles
above the surface, the shuttle and
station travel at approximately
18,000 miles per hour. The apparant speed is like driving on the
highway at 70mph past buildings
just a mile away, so the Earth turning below is a very prominent feature of motion pictures from the
space station. Seeing the world in
3-D from this viewpoint is a profound experience!
The second camera system was
configured for interior use, to be
handheld by the astronauts as they
documented life and work in orbit.
?tYo cameras were built, one for
spaceflight and one for astronaut
training on the ground. The camera mechanisms and film formats
are identical to the cargo bay camera, but a much smaller removable
1250' capacity magazine is used,
and the lenses are interchangeable.
Matched pairs of 30mm, 40mm,
50mm and 250mm lenses mount
in a special tilt-lock mount which
also engages the iris and focus drives. The three shorter focal lengths
are mounted with a 65mm interocular to match the normal human
dimension and avoid miniturization, while the 250mm pair
intended for "out the window"
shooting is mounted at the same
71mm interocular as the cargo bay
camera. All of the lenses are
mounted with parallel axes, and
no provision for convergence
adjustmentis provided. The narrower 65mm interocular results in
a 9% smaller image which is
enlarged to full aperture for projec-

tion in the optical printing stage of
post production. Minor convergence adjustments can also be
made during this optical printing
stage, much as we do when
mounting our 3-D slides for projection.
Both cameras have 180" reflex
spinning mirror shutters, yielding
an exposure time of V4sth of a second at 24fps while providing real
Astronaut Tom ]ones using the Cabin
Camera in the space station. He's
braced himself into a comer to keep
from floating around and is using
the video display on top of the camera to frame the subject. This NASA
photo gives a good idea of the size
of the film magazine on this smallest-ever /MAX 3-0camera. Astronauts were responsible for loading
film into this camera. "Each roll of
film, " said Colonel Brian Duffy.(Commander of the maiden shuttle flight
of the /MAX 3-0camera in October,
2000) "is about the size of a large
pizza and on the order of two inches
thick. "

"

-
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The CaMn Camem
without the film moveshowing the
apeltlmIbrthead'
cent Mt and night
images. Run/stop and
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h t e d in the handgrips.
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time through-the-lens viewing for
the operators.
The cabin camera has two
viewfinding modes, video screen or
conventional optical finder. Floating weightless through the shuttle
and space station looks great in
3-D,so the camera was most often
handheld. A Sn diagonal flat screen
monitor module mounted on top
of the camera body displays a color
video image of the left eye groundglass. The camera was originally
designed to provide the ability to
view through both right and left
eyes, but shuttle middeck locker
constraints limited the overall
height of the camera body. The
relay optics for the built-in video
camera provide either a full frame
or 12x magnif~edimage of the
groundglass for critical focusing.
Focus and iris control knobs are
mounted to the right side of the
display module. The iris control
adjusts the iris in Hoth stop inaements and displays the setthgs on
a text screen below the monitor.
The Hoth stop increments were
chosen to match the readout from
the spotmeter the astronauts use
for other photographic applications. The text screen also displays
the focus setting in feet and inch-

es, and a separate line displays the
calculated depth of field range for
the focal length and flstop setting
of the lens pair in use.
There is an orientable image
optical viewfinder that can be
mounted to the left side of the
camera as a backup or if desired,
but the astronauts left that stowed,
as the freedom of operator position
that the monitor provided has
been useful. In a tight spot, and
there are lots of tight spots in
these spacecraft, the display module can be swiveled around or
remwed from the camera and
used remotely with a longer connecting cable.
The runlstop controls for the
camera are located on the rightside grip, while the left-side grip
provides an alternate thumbwheel
focus control for use during shooting. The two focus contro1 have
separate memories, so they may be
preset for two focus distances and
selected during shooting to allow
pulling accurate focus for a closeup
or reveal. The grips are located
symmetrically about the center of
mass of the camera to allow
smooth motion of the camera.
One of the challanges of this application was to be able to shoot at

merit.
..........................................

24fps, starting and stopping 10
grams of film 24 times per second,
without allowing the camera to
shake as it floated weightless with
the astronaut. We tested the system hanging from a gimbal with
good results, but were very glad
when the the first users, Commander Brian Duffy and Wot Pam Melroy, reported that it was very
smooth to operate and the footage
they shot was sharp and steady.
There was early concern about
the effect of zero -g on the operation of the camera, but since during each frame the 6lm mechanism accelerates at over 700 g's
and decelerates at almost 600 g's,
we felt the one G of gravity would
not be missed. It wasn't. The freedom of motion in zero-g is like
having the world's best Steadycam
operator on board.
To make the most of this freedom we chose to power the camera with it's own battery pack,
mounted directly to the bottom of
the camera. Moving large format
6lm at these speeds takes energy.
Rechargeable batteries were pmblematic from both systems interface and power available considerations. It is an IntematioMl space
station, after all, and those plug

adapters are always trouble. The
system operates from a custom 30
volt Lithium battery pack with the
capacity to run more film than we
could bring up on a single mission.
Once the cameras were built,
NASA tried their best to heat,
freeze, and shake them back apart.
Both systems were EM1 tested to
make sure the camera electronics
would not interfere with any electronics on board the station or
shuttle. The only casualty of these
tests was the first 9%" thick quartz
window for the ICBC container,
although one of the witnesses to
the vibration test said that it nearly scared him to death to see our
baby bolted to the biggest paint
shaker he'd ever seen.
Getting the camera equipment
on board the shuttle turned out to
be a game of nerves as each flight
drew near. We learned about manifests, and then learned that it was
a very dynamic situation, based on
a massive mountain of priorities.
We learned not to take a deep
breath until the shuttle lifted off
with our gear on board. One last
minute change got the camera
lenses safely in orbit early, but so
early that they had to be stored in
the unheated node of the as yet
unoccupied Space Station for five
months. We were really happy
when the Expedition 1crew
unfroze them and everything still
worked. So were they.
Training the astronauts was
sometimes by the book, and sometimes cut-to-thechase, determined
by the attitude of the crews' Commander. Most of the initial camera
training was done by our software
engineer, William Nixon, who was
writing code on the fly as the
astronauts would request changes
or new operating features. They
loved it...no paperwork, no meetings, just results. We loved it too,
since they were as dose as we'd get
to being on orbit.
Each mission the IMAX team and
the MSM team would converge on
JSC and spend 24 hours a day with
someone eavesdropping on the
space-to-ground communications,
listening for any refence to IMAX
so we could be ready with technical support. We learned lots of
other phrases that sound like
IMAX.The astronauts' workload
during Shuttle-Station docking is

Camem designer Marly Mueller with the Cabin Camem on a test stand, The 1000' d l of
6Smm film he3 holding records 2100 stereo paln and runs for 90 seconds at 24 fmmes
per second. The names of the camem's builders are anodized inside the lid.

...............................................................................................................................................................
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The indexable tumt conies matched 30mm, 40mm, a i '
1OOmm kns p i n with remote focus and iris controls.

................................................................................................................................................................ very full, and they are committed
to completing everything, but not
always in the order planned. Camera reports were way down the priority list, but the film's director
Toni Myers couldn't plan shots for
the next day without them. Once
we got the information from the
translation of a Russian radio interview with one cosmonaut, another
time from an astronaut's personal
email to a Mend.
The astronauts got some gorgeous images during seven missions spanning almost two years.
They shot a total of 69,000 feet of
65mm camera negative on orbit,
while James Neihouse and the
ground crews shot another 27,000
feet with the training camera. That

translates into over 200,000 stereo
pairs or an image area equivalent
to a million and a half 35mm
slides. You'll defintely get your 3-D
money's worth when you go to see
this IMAX movie! As they say,
"Coming soon to a theatre near
you..."
Thanks to Bill Shaw, Graham
Ferguson, and Toni Myers from
IMAX for the chance to design and
build these spedal cameras and
thanks to the rest of the team at
MSM, Joe Christy, Steve Robinson,
Gary Wickham and Kent 'Itveet
for the excellent and creative
machining that made these
images e s i b l e . om

The Amorous
review by Ray Zone

s children, everything we see
and experience is new,"
writes Boris Starosta in the
dedication to his 3-D CD-ROM,New
Dimensions in Sex and Beauty.
"With advancing age and maturity,
most of the mysteries are laid bare,
with the beautiful things rendered
mundane, taken for granted... We
miss the sense of wonder. Except
for within the realm of eros: within sex and beauty."
It's a unique point of view to
take towards erotic stereo-photography. But all of Starosta's work in
stereography is innovative, from
his Computer-generated future
urbanscapes to his anaglyphic
floor-mounted phantogram and,
certainly not least, his artistic nude
stereo photography.
Using CD-ROMas a new form for
stereo "book" publishing, Starosta
along with expert stereo-photographer Larry Ferguson has issued a
ground-breaking collection of
human figure studies that explore
the mysteries of eros and the body.
"Stereographs intended to be
erotic or pornographic were produced almost as soon as views
were commercialized," notes
William C. Darrah in his pioneering book The World of Stereographs
(Darrah: 1977). "The subjects range
New Dimensions in
SEX and Beauty
by Boris Starosta, 2002. CD-ROM with
stereographs by Boris Starosta, Larry
Ferguson, Tom Dory, Lynn Butler and
Chuck Hoimer. Available in a limited
edition of 200 for $59.95 + $5 shipping
($10 overseas) from Dynamic Symmetry
LLC, POB 772, Charlottesville, VA 22902,
~rosta@mindrprina.com
.
For more information, visit the web:
http://www.3d6.com/newdiminf~.html.
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from nudes in conventional artistic
poses to what is today called hardcore pornography." Darrah adds
that "pornographic views were seldom, if ever, distributed by r e p
utable publishers" and that he had
"never seen a pornographic stereoe a p h manufactured in the United
States prior to 1905."
Most erotic stereographs in the
19th century were produced in
France. We can quibble about the
status of nude stereo-photography
as "art" or "pornography" but centuries prior to the invention of
photography artists were fascinated by the mysteries of the flesh
and created a pictorial tradition
that the early stereographers drew
upon when making the first nude
stereographs with daguerreotypes
in the early 1850s.Jacques Cellard,
in his preface to Serge Nazarieff's
book The Stereoscopic Nude
(Taschen: 1985) cites Tintoretto's
1550 painting Susanna and the
Elders as one such example.
The authors of stereoscopic
nudes in France, both with
daguerreotypes made prior to 1855
and prints made after 1854 on
albumen paper, left their work
unsigned due to the fact that they
labored with fear of harassment by
the police. F. Jacques Moulin, an
active erotic stereographer in
France between 1850 and 1869,
was fined and sentenced to prison
by the Crown Court, his stereoviews seized. Darrah has noted
that an 1870 issue of Photographic
News "reports the arrest of a man
who was selling a series of 'Thirty
badly colored vulgar slides...' 'to
school boys, soldiers and sailors.'
Such views were sold on the
streets, not in shops. Vigilant

ladies reported offenders to the
police."
"Faced now with the wilderness
into which the body was exiled,"
writes Cellard, "we feel both compassion and confusion. As we
know, if something has been
rejected at a level deep within
one's being, the human mind will
not allow itself to dwell on the
rejected reality." But so powerful is
the human body as a visual totem,
that it recurs repeatedly throughout the history of stereography,
resurfacing periodically in various
guises that range from the "art"
figure study to the whimsical and
slightly ridiculous risque scenario.
The interest in nude stereoscopy
was revived in France in 1885 and
reached its apotheosis during La
Belle Epoque. From 1905 to 1907
in France a stereo photographer
named Recknagel edited a
bimonthly magazine called Le
Stereo-Nu (The Stereo Nude) which
offered 12 stereoviews in each
issue which could be cut out and
viewed. World War I interrupted
erotic stereo production but by the
1920s sets of pornographic images
began to appear, many of which
included fetishistic and sadomasochistic elements. By the 1950s
stereo transparencies of nudes were
available via mail order ads in
men's magazines.
A certain voyeurism is inherent
in the disembodied stereographic
gaze through the visual enclosure
of space. "The suggestive force of
the advances and retreats offered
by a nude seen in relief," says Cellard, "has always been well understood by the amorous science of
stereoscopy."
This suggestive visual force is
certainly present with the Sex &

Beauty CD-ROM. Boris Starosta has
included 175 stereo nudes viewable in either Holmes format or
anaglyph and the 183 erotic stereos of Larry Feqpson are viewable
in Holmes format. Additional
material includes stereos by Tom
Dory, Lynn Butler and Chuck
Holzner shot when Larry Ferguson
organized a joint photo session to
celebrate the conclusion of the
2001 conference of the National
Stereoscopic Assodation held in
Buffalo,NY, that year. The photographers were join& by two fernalk
and two male models who posed
for the sessk#ls.
A (2D)video documentary shot
by John Goodman is included on
the CD-ROM and it records the
work 04 the 9erqpphers and
models at Seven Sisters island
upstream of the F a k , and the
afternoon which was subsequently
spent shooting at Keystone Pilms
Studios in Buffalo.
Formatted in Hyper Text Markup Language (HWL), the 3-D CD
ROM is opened with a browser
such as Internet Explorer or
Netscape Navigator and is well
o r g p k d for easy navigation. kleally, a CD-ROM like this should
have the ease-of-use and randm
access of a simple bock. Sex &
Beauty comes close. It incorporates
the Stereo Viewport developed by
Dr. Monte Ramstad of Graphic
Media Research with Java Script.
The Viewport allows the reader to
run the images as slide shows at
varylngspeadsIntwodifkrent
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1902 Maninique trupi In and Its Stereographers
by Richard C. Ryder

"Harbor of St. Pierre, Maftinique, Wl." by William H. Rau. This lovely little m h n t
city with its red tile roofs and omnipresent tropical foliage gives no hint of the terrible
fate that lay in wait for it. Stereoumphs of St. Pierre before the disaster are mre.

,

T

e Chicago Fire, the Johnstown Flood,the Galveston
Hurricane, and the San Francisco Earthquake-the list of natural
catastrophes preserved in stereographs is a long one and includes
some of the most well-known disasters of all time. But the greatest
natural tragedy recorded in stereo
was not one of these. It occurred
instead on the tropical island of
Martinique in the French West
Indies in May of 1902, one hundred years ago.
Martinique is one of a number
of small volcanic islands known as
the Lesser Antilles that stretch in a
broad arc across the eastern edge
of the Caribbean from Puerto Rico
south to the northernmost fringe
of South America. Once the haunt
of pirates, Martinique, along with
the other sugar islands of the West
Indies, had been fiercely contested
over during the naval wars of the
eighteenth century. Since then, the
island had led a more placid existence, far from the center of the
international arena. The population of Martinique, a colorful mix
of French, creole, mulatto, and
black, was engaged largely in the
raising of cane sugar and the manufacture of rum,the island's two
principal exports.The predominant
geographic feature of Martinique is
Mont Pel&,' a bare volcanic hummock, its flanks scored by deeply
eroded gorges, which rises nearly
5000 feet above the green of the
forests and sugar plantations on
the island's northwestern side. The
summit crater, known as L'Etung de
Palmistes, contained a small lake,
and in 1902 was a popular picnic
spot. Located on the southern
slope, a second, more remote
crater, called L'Etung Sec, sported an
active steam vent called a fumarole
or soup&q this was virtually the
only hint that the volcano might
still be active. A break in this
crater's wall marked the headwaters of the Rivi8re Blanche, one of
the many small rivers on the
island.

Situated at the base of the
mountain, a scant four miles south
of the crater, lay St. Pierre, one of
Martinique's two main population
centers, the other being Fort de
France, some fifteen miles away.
An attractive city of 26,000 people
in 1902, St. Pierre stretched along
the coastline, its two- and threestory stone houses and narrow
streets hemmed in by a ridge to
landward. From the harbor, the
city with its backdrop of verdant
hills was particularly appealing, its
yellowed walls and red tile roofs
interlaced with a variety of tropical
foliage including breadfruit,

tamarind, mango, and the stately
royal palm, the whole surmounted
by the twin spires of the Cathedral
of Notre Dame de LtAssomption.
One early observer, totally enraptured by the scene, wrote of St.
Pierre as:

..

.The sweetest darlingest little city in
the Antilles. Palm trees rise from courts
and gardens into a warm blue sky,indescribably blue,-that appears to
All things
touch their feathery heads.
. are steeped in a sunshine electrically
white. . . .
The warm air is thick with the scents
of sugar and cinnamon, with odors of
mangos and custard-apples, of guava

..

...

1 Mont ~ e l ~ e - r k a n
"bald
s mountain" and is not, as
some have assumed, a refereme to the Hawaiian
vdcano goddess, Pde; the resemblance, though
coincidental, is certainly appropriate.
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jelly and of fresh coconut milk,-a grand
tepid wind enveloping the city in one
perpetual perfumed caress.

Although the government was
centered in Fort de France, St.
Pierre was the hub of the economic and cultural life of the planter
elite. The waterfront district, an
area of warehouses and cheap bordellos, enjoyed an unsavory reputation that gave a somewhat different slant to the phrase "Paris of
the West Indies."
In the spring of 1902, St. Pierre's
chief preoccupation was politics.
In May, Martinique's citizens
would go to the polls in a runoff
election to choose one of the
island's two members to the
Chamber of Deputies, the lower
house of the French parliament,
and the conservativeiy-oriented,
" l a Douane" - the Custom House on the Place Bertin in happier days. Looking north
planter-dominated Progressive
toward Mont Pelke; the lighthouse and shoreline are at our immediate left. Note the
Party was frankly worried. Three
cannon upended at the right as a mooring for boats and the large rum casks that
years before, the emerging Radical
represented the city's economic life to the left. Postcards like this provide a stunning
Party, surprising everyone, had
contrast to the stereographs of the disaster's aftermath.
..........................................................................................................................................................
elected Amedee Knight, vigorous,
capable, Paris-educated, and black,
erode party support. Martinique's
guished family from the south of
to the island's only Senate seat in
appointed colonial governor, Louis
France, Mouttet had married well
Paris. Now with the elections less
Mouttet, only six months out from
and had risen through a series of
than three weeks away, Fernand
Paris, was typical of the civil serlesser bureaucratic posts on the
Clerc, the island's largest planter
vants of his class, fervently dediwilder fringes of the empire. The
and Progressive candidate for the
cated to the status-quo and deterMartinique appointment representSt. Pierre District, was demonstratmined to do nothing to jeopardize
ed the culmination of a long,
ing an amazing independenta stable if slightly indolent adminassiduous, and politically astute
mindedness that threatened to
istration. Born into an undistincareer. In the person of the governor,
the Progressives rightly sensed
..........................................................................................................................................................
a natural ally, one they would
"Mont Pelke, from the Sea - showing Smoke, and Volcanic Mud and Ashes at base increasingly come to depend on to
Martinique" by Underwood & Underwood. Comparison with other photographs
shows that this is the same mud flow that buried the Gukrin refinery on the fifth of
stave off disaster in the days
May and triggered the tidal wave that inundated the St. Pierre waterfront.
J
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" A terrible volcanic explosion - Mont Pelee in Eruption, june, 1902, Martinique" by
Underwood & Underwood. This cloud of gases, superheated steam, and pulverized
ash is similar to the nuke ardente or death cloud that swept over St. Pierre on
May 8th.

ahead. But a Radical victory wasn't
the only disaster looming on the
horizon.

Prelude to Disaster
Only twice within historic memory had Mt. Pelee erupted, in 1762
and again in 1851. On those occasions the volcano had expelled
moderate amounts of ash and
steam, damage had been slight and
casualties non-existent. In 1902
the first definite signs of the
mountain's reawakening were
noticed at the beginning of April
when several new fumaroles
appeared near where the RiviPre
Blanche cut through the rim of the
L 'Etang Sec crater, and the indications grew progressively more ominous over the next few weeks. At
times the air reeked of sulfur.
When the residents of St. Pierre
awoke on Thursday, April 24th,
they were therefore more curious
than surprised to discover that a
thin layer of gray ash had fallen on
the town during the night. There
was virtually no alarm. Few people
sensed, as did Fernand Clerc and
the American consul, Thomas
Prentiss, any real threat to the
town in Peleels renewed activity.
There was nothing to suggest that
they and their city had just two
weeks to live.

More ashfalls followed. Yet after
a particularly violent discharge on
the 25th, the volcano seemed to
subside, with the mountain emitting mostly modest amounts of
steam for the next several days.
The lull was deceptive.
On Tuesday, April 29th, a new
phenomenon presented itself.
Groundwater forced out of subterranean recesses by the swelling
mountain turned the streams
around Pelee's base into ashchoked torrents, laden with
uprooted vegetation, drowned animals, and an occasional corpse.
The flooding Roxelane River isolated the British Government Residency from the rest of St. Pierre
and effectively prevented the consul, James Japp, from adding his
voice to those of Clerc and Prentiss
in urging evacuation of the city.
On Thursday, the mountain
again began to belch forth vast
clouds of ash at irregular intervals.
By nightfall on Friday, the gray
blanket in St. Pierre's streets,
already more than an inch deep,
was littered with dead birds and
domestic animals that had been
smothered by the ash.
Ignoring their maverick candidate and stung by the taunts of an
opposition that sought to exploit
Pe1i.e for partisan gain, the Progres-

sive press denounced as alarmist
all who foresaw any danger in the
volcano's behavior. While Les
Colonies, the island's largest and
most influential paper, manufactured false and misleading articles
designed to reassure the populace,
the governor himself set up a special Commission of Inquiry to
investigate the situation and if possible to minimize any hazards.
Included among its members was
Professor Gaston Landes of the
Lycke, St. Pierre's Ieading scientist;
his presence would add credence
to its pronouncements.
In fairness to the governor, there
did seem to be little real danger.
Any lava or mud flows, such as
those that had characterized past
eruptions, would be diverted by
two low ridges long before they
could approach the city. The real
threat seemed to be devastating
earthquakes and in the past these
had been more of a problem in
Fort de France than St. Pierre. Furthermore, any attempt to evacuate
the city would have to be carried
out largely by sea and posed wellnigh insuperable problems-not to
mention the potential logistical
nightmare of caring for tens of
thousands of refugees in Fort-deFrance. There was also the danger
of serious property damage and
looting should the city long be left
unattended. Conditions in St.
Pierre might be far from ideal but,
given that no known volcanic force
seemed likely to threaten the city,
S7EIEOWr,RLD
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Mouttet's decision not to evacuate
the city seemed the most prudent
choice at the time. Unfortunately,
Pelee hadn't read the script.
That night a series of sharp earth
tremors caused minor damage in
the city, while in the darkness the
clouds over Pelee's summit reflected the glow of molten lava in the
crater.
If conditions were bad in St.
Pierre, they were infinitely worse
in the villages and plantations
ringing Pel(.els base. Refugees from
these outlying areas crowded into
the city, their numbers imposing a
strain on St. Pierre's food and
housing. By now there was also a
constant trickle of families leaving
St. Pierre for the more congenial
atmosphere of Fort de France, this
miniature exodus would continue,
despite the jeers of Les Colonies,
until the very end.z Those leaving
were more than compensated for
by islanders seeking a haven in the
city; in its final days, the population of St. Pierre swelled to about
30,000.
On the morning of Monday,
May 5th, Pelee destroyed the
Guerin sugar refinery which stood
overlooking the sea at the mouth
of the Blanche River, a few miles
north of St. Pierre. The refinery
vanished as a roaring, cascading
wall of superheated mud, ash, and
scalding water, more than 100 feet
high and a quarter of a mile wide,
hurtled down the Blanche
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"The Awful, Seething Crater of Mont Pelee, - from the side opening near Centre came
the dreadful Eruption of May 8th, Martinique, W.I.", No. 82 17 by H. C. White. The
L'Etang Sec crater shown here was the source of the deadly blast that ovetwhelmed
St. Pierre and was similar to the pyroclastic flow at Mt. St. Helens in May of 1980.

riverbed, surged over the doomed
buildings, and emptied into the
sea.3Most of the Guerin family
and scores of others died. Like the
city, the refinery had been about
four miles from the crater.
The impact of millions of tons
of mud pouring into the sea created a new menace, a huge wave
that rolled south along the coast
and into the roadstead of St. Pierre.
It smashed through much of the
city's waterfront, collapsing some
warehouses and hurling several
small sailing vessels ashore.
All semblance of civil authority
was fast disappearing in St. Pierre.
Rumor added to the climate of fear
and uncertainty. Infectious disease
was spreading, or so it was said,
while at night voodoo practitioners were believed to stalk the
streets unchecked. In the predawn
hours of Wednesday several thunderous explosions shook the city;
chunks of glowing rock shot from
the crater and arched across the
darkness to fall on the surrounding
countryside. The volcano soon
subsided, but Pelee had again
demonstrated its unpredictable
violence.
Among the dozen or so ships
anchored in the roadstead of St.
Pierre that Wednesday was the Italian bark Orsolina, taking on a cargo

of sugar for LeHavre. The bark's
captain was a most unhappy man.
Ever since his arrival, he hadn't
liked the look of Pelee and, as time
went on, he liked it still less. Nevertheless, his cargo was only half
loaded and the customs officials
refused to give him clearance to
leave. But years at sea had made
Captain Marino Leboffe a cautious
man and around midmorning he
upped anchor and sailed off, much
to the outrage of local officials.
The legal repercussions could cost
him his command. Not until he
reached home some three weeks
later would Captain Leboffe learn
of the terrible fate he and his ship
had escaped by a few short hours.
Thursday was a feast day of the
Roman Catholic Church and the
governor and his wife had planned
to spend the day in St. Pierre. As
Mouttet and his party stepped
ashore from the steamer that had
brought them from Fort-de-France
on Wednesday afternoon, the governor became moody and silent;
2 Louis Mouttet did not (as has often been alleged)
post soldiers to close the road lest refugees spread
panic throughout the island. Accounts of what was
happening on Martinique would soon become a
labyrinth of rumors.
3 Such mud flows were often mistakenly reported as
outpourings of lava in the media and even in eyewitness accounts; there was little if any real lava
emitted in the 1902 eruption.

"Mont Pelee and the Terrible Ruins of St. Pierre, Martinique, W.I.", No. 8025 by H. C.
White. Among the most common views of the disaster are those taken from Orange
Hill (Morne dfOrange) just to the south of the city by Underwood, Kilburn, and White;
few convey a more superb impression of the layout of the ravaged city than this. The
large street just to the right of the fountain is the Rue Victor Hugo, St. Pierre's main
thoroughfare and site of its most impressive buildings.

conditions in the city had deteriorated markedly since his last visit
only a few days before. Although a
hastily assembled meeting of the
commission of Inquiry confirmed
the earlier decision not to evacuate
the city, the governor was contemplating relocation of the 4000 residents of the even more exposed
coastal town of Precheur to a place
.m..
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of comparative safety-St. Pierre!
Fortunately for them, the evacuation was delayed.

Thursday, the eighth of May,
Ascension Day, dawned bright and
clear over Martinique; a breeze
from the south blew Pel6e's smoke
away from the city. Fate would be
kind to Fernand Clerc this morning; the planter, alarmed by a wildly fluctuating barometer, was taking his family south by carriage to

..........................................................................................................................................................
"Overlooking St. Pierre from Ramparts of Old Fort, Morne d10range, Martinique,

E W I . ",No. 143 7 3 by Keystone. Although Underwood, Keystone, and others mention
the dismounting of cannon here, one wonders how well they could have been mounted in the first place, given that this was at the extreme end of the blast area. Perhaps
the old cannon, souvenirs of the naval wars of the eighteenth century, had simply
been propped up and writers are confusing what happened here with events at
another battery at the north end of the city.
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a place of safety. As the early sun
beat down on the city lying battered and bruised beneath its gray
cloak, Father Alte Roche made his
way out of St. Pierre; he was scheduled to celebrate Communion in
his parish church at noon and he
intended to spend the morning
observing Pe1i.e from the summit
of Mount Verte.
From the heights south and east
of the city, observers could see a
bright glow in a patch of rocks
some distance below Pelee's rim.
On Mount Verte, Father Roche
broke down and wept over a city
yet to die; from his vantage point,
the spreading glow seemed to be
in direct line with St. Pierre.
In Fort de France the telegraph
operator had just finished transmitting a routine message when
the lines to St. Pierre went dead.
The time was 8:02 A.M.

Hell Comes to Paradise
Suddenly, two dark shapes shot
from the mountain in what some
witnesses described as a largely
soundless yet massive explosion.
While one giant cloud churned
violently upward from the summit,
a second black shape of monstrous
proportions, perhaps thirteen hundred feet high and shot through
with flame, seemed to grow from
the side of the mountain and
began to glide, almost lazily at
first, then with gathering speed,
down the slope. Accompanied by a
deafening, churning rumble and

-
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"The Principal Street (Victor Hugo), St. Pierre, Martinique, - Where Thousands Lay
Buried in the Ruins", No. 9202 by Whiting View Co. Much of the physical destruction
of St. Pierre's buildings occurred not in the fatal eruption of May 8th but in a subsequent nearly identical outburst on May 20th. Before then, the south tower of the
cathedral remained virtually intact; afterwards, as seen here, only a remnant of the
north tower lingered to mark the location of St. Pierre's most magnificent building.

........................................................................................................................................................
total darkness, the mass of incandescent gas, superheated steam,
and ash, soon to be termed a nuke
ardente, reached the city in only
two minutes. As the deadly cloud
rolled south across the city and
into the roadstead, the towers of
the cathedral stood out briefly
before they too vanished.

Of the ships in the harbor, several had simply disappeared, sunk by
the fury of the initial blast; the
others were burning. Incredibly
the British steamer Roddam, her
cable snapped by the impact, was
somehow underway. With his ship
crippled, most of his crew either
dead or incapacitated, and he himself badly burned, Captain Edward

.........................................................................................................................................................
"Saint-Pierre de la Martinique - Le Steamer 'Roraima' Dont les Passagers ont kt6
Recueillis par le Croiseur 'Le Suchet"' - This dramatic image of Ellery Scott's stricken
ship was taken by a local photographer shortly after her survivors were taken off by
the French Navy cruiser "Suchet, " and nearly two weeks before Underwood's Kennan
and Leadbeater arrived on the island. The ship burned for three days before sinking.

L l n the

R\

"In the Rum District, St. Pierre, Martinique, E W.I.", No. 743 7 9 by Keystone. Keystone's A. 6. Payne recorded activities such as the salvaging of useful parts from the
rum warehouses in the ruined city. Thousands of barrels of the volatile liquor stored
here contributed mightily to St. Pierre's fatal fires.

Freeman steered Roddam for the
open sea. He would eventually
bring her into St. Lucia intact, the
only ship to emerge from the holocaust of St. Pierre. As Roddam
limped into St. Lucia, the customs
launch drew alongside this battered apparition and an officer
inquired, in the timeless tradition
of the sea, where she was from.
"From the Gates of Hell!" came
Freeman's reply.
Back in the St. Pierre roadstead,
Ellery Scott, First Mate of the
Roraima, now found himself, with
the captain missing and presumed
dead, unexpectedly in command
of the vessel. Scott struggled futilely for hours to save his ship, until
4 Accounts differ as to the number of survivors, as
well as upon other details of the disaster; some
credit only Ciparis, while others include two or
three victims found alive who died of their iniuries
within hours. Where discrepancies exist, I haie
tended to follow Ernest Zebrowski, Jr., The Last Days
of St Pierre: The Volcanic Disaster that Claimed Thirty
Thousand Lives (New Brunswick: Rutqers University
Press, 2002), which is the most scho?arly recent
account. Gordon Thomas and Max Morgan Witts,
The Day the World Ended (New York: Stein & Day,
1969) provides a gripping retelling of the event
although highly suspect in many of its details.
Alwyn Scarth, Vulcan's Fury: Mon Against the Volcano
[New Haven: Yale University press, 1999)and lelle
Zeilinga de Boer and
Theodore Sanders,
Volcanoes in Human History: The Far-Reaching Effects
of Major Eruptions (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 2002) contain additional useful material. BY
far the best and most reliable contemporary
accounts are those of George Kennan and Angelo
Heilprin, of which more will be said later.

ona aid

the inferno aboard finally proved
too much for the few seamen still
able to lend a hand in fighting the
fires. From her decks, as the darkness began to disperse, the shattered city could be glimpsed,
bathed in the light of its own fires.
Fed by the immense stocks of rum
in the city's warehouses, temperatures in the firestorm now reached
perhaps twice that of Pelee's initial
death dealing breath. A few horrifyingly
macabre figures could be
.
- .
seen running about on the waterfront, finally collapsing or hurling
themselves into the ash-choked
sea. Among the ruins and buried
in the rubble lay the bodies of St.
Pierre's 30,000, among them Louis
Mouttet and his wife, the deputy
governor. Professor Landes and
most of the members of the special
of Inquiry, and the
American and British consuls.
The consequences of the deathcloud varied considerably. The
force of the blast had sheared off
the sturdy lighthouse on the Place
Bertin and dismounted the cannon
in the fort overlooking the harbor.
The heat of the fires had partially
melted a church's heavy bronze
yet under a thin layer of ash
nearby, the wooden alter with its
lace covering was hardly disturbed.
Many of the bodies were charred
~

1
/

-

St. Plerre,

beyond recognition, while others,
protected by their ashen shroud,
appeared to be merely sleeping,
their hair and clothes surprisingly
intact. Most victims seemingly
died of asphyxiation or were killed
by falling debris. An alternative
view holds that most were literally
cooked to death by the immense
heat released by rapid condensation of the superheated steam that
was the prime component of the
death cloud!
Although several aboard the
ships in the harbor, including
Ellery Scott of the Roraima, would
live to tell their tale, in the city
itself, there were only two survivors, both badly burned. One, a
cobbler, would tell conflicting
tales. Seemingly, his home on the
southern outskirts of the city was
shielded from the killing blast by
the intervening mass of the Morne
DIOrange. The other survivor, a
habitual troublemaker, was confined in the dungeon of St. Pierre's
prison for knifing a man in a
drunken assault. Because of his
ordeal, August6 Ciparis (or Sylbaris) would be pardoned and
wind up as a curiosity in a circus
sideshow, on display as the "Survivor of St. Pierre" in a mock-up of
his prison cell. Ironically, in bringing death to so many, Pelee had
brought a freedom of sorts to one.4
From Fort de France, the governor's secretary, Edouard LIHeurre,
in his new role as acting governor,
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cabled Paris the first news of the
disaster. International assistance
was soon forthcoming.

Underwood on the Scene
The auxiliary cruiser Dixie
reached Fort de France on the
morning of May 21st, dispatched
from New York with a cargo of
relief supplies by order of President
Theodore Roosevelt. On board the
Dixie representing The Ozrtlook was
George Kennan, soon to be the
author of the Underwood guidebook, St. Pierre and Mont Peke
Throlrgh the Stereoscope." In company with August F. Jaccaci of
McClure's Magazine and artist
George Varian, Kennan set out to
explore the island, the party traveling first to Basse Point and the
northeast coast and basing their
activities at Fernand Clerc's Viv6
plantation where the planter welcomed his uninvited guests with
great hospitality and served as
their guide on trips to Morne
Rouge and the devastated Roxelane
Valley. At Morne Rouge, Kennan
interviewed Ciparis, who was there
recovering from severe burns
under the care of the town's
redoubtable cleric, Father Mary.
This heroic priest would continue
to man his exposed post until he
was killed in the eruption that
overwhelmed Morne Rouge three
months later. From Vivi., they witnessed a terrifying night eruption
with the huge column of ash and
steam continually punctuated by
exploding balls of lighting that
produced the sound of a continuous cannonade, much like those
thunderous white detonations that
are such a popular ingredient in
aerial fireworks displays. Curiously,
as had been the case in the
destruction of St. Pierre, the initial
volcanic discharge itself appeared
to be largely soundless.
Kennan and his companions
soon joined forces with Professor
Angelo Heilprinhand a Mr. Leadbeater, the stereo photographer for
Underwood and Underwood, who
had arrived in the interim.7 Returning to Fort de France, they visited
the ruined city of St. Pierre and
chartered the steam tug RubyRto
cruise the coast; indeed, Heilprin
and some companions who had
gone ashore barely escaped on
June 5th when Mont Pe1i.e again
erupted. As Kennan recalled the
Volume 28, Number 5
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The St. Pierre Cathedral prior to the
1902 eruptions.

harrowing incident:
After steaming past the volcano to the
northern end of the island, we put about
and returned t o . . . the mouth of the
Riviere Blanche, where Professor Heilprin,
accompanied by Mr. jaccaci and Mr. Varian, went ashore in a small boat to examine the ash-whitened mud-slope before
us, and to get, if possible, the temperature of one of the fumeroles. Mr. Leadbeater and I were not particularly interested in mud-slopes and fumeroles, and
as the day was extremely hot, we decided to remain on board. Mont Pelee, at
that time, was perfectly quiet, and had
not shown any signs of dangerous activity in two or three days. The summit
crater was smoking as usual, and steam
arose here and there from the water of
the river as hot ashes slid or caved into it
from the bank; but the secondary crater
was absolutely quiet, and the volcano, as
a whole seemed to be taking a rest. I
watched the members of the shore party
as they landed from the small boat, and
saw them walk three or four hundred
yards up the river. . . . Then I lost sight of
them . . . as they went down, apparently,
into the bed of the stream. Five minutes
later my attention was attracted to a
white cloud of pure steam which came
racing down the upper gorge of the Riviere Blanche as if it were rising from a
swiftly advancing torrent of boiling
water. It looked extremely dangerous
and I wanted to shout to the party
ashore "Look out! There's a flood of hot
water coming down the gorge!" But
they were still out of sight and my voice
would not carry half the distance. In a
moment more, however, they reappeared, and I saw that they had taken
alarm and were running for the boat. ...
Mr. Leadbeater and I jumped for our
cameras. I had barely got mine open and
adjusted the focus, when there was a
tremendous explosion from the main
crater, which sent a huge volume of
dark, yellow vapor to a height of five

D
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thousand feet. 1 was so startled by the
sudden appearance of this immense column of smoke that I wholly forgot to
take a snapshot of it, and in less than ten
seconds it was completely hidden by
great masses of dust-charged vapor
which began to roll up from the lower
crater in the valley of the RiviPre Blanche.
By this time the flood of boiling water
in the gorge was more than half way
down to the sea, and the steam rising
from it, together with the smoke from
the lower crater, hid from sight nearly
half the mountain. I took one snapshot,
changed the film and then looked again
for the party on shore. They had just
reached their boat and were trying frantically to get away from the dangerous
coast.
They had hardly made a distance of a
hundred yards when there was a tremendous explosion from the lower crater,
which sent an immense mass of rolling,
boiling vapor to a height of more than a
mile, where it opened out into a huge
cauliflower-like head, fifteen hundred or
two thousand feet across. At the same
time, the flood of hot water in the valley
of the Riviere Blanche came rushing
down, with a wave-front twelve or fifteen
feet high, and threw itself with a great
hissing and steaming into the sea. . . .
The captain of the Ruby rang the engineer's bell for full-speed ahead and ran
directly out to sea.. ..

Despite this frightening experience, Kennan and Leadbeater were
extremely fortunate, to say nothing of the shore party. The very
next morning, Pelee unleashed
another devastating nuie ardente,
5 A friend of both Theodore Roosevelt and Alexander
Graham Bell, Kennan had participated in an ill-fated
attempt to construct a telegraph line across the
wilds of Siberia; he had parlayed this experience
into a modest career as a popular lecturer on Russia. Kennan had also served as a kind of unofficial
White House press secretary following the assassination of President Garfield in 1881. His nephew and
namesake would help mastermind U.S. defense
policies toward the Soviet Union at the start of the
Cold War.
6 An alpine climber and Arctic explorer of some
renown, Heilprin, who died in 1907, was president
of the Geographical Society of Philadelphia, a Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society of London,
and had formerly taught at both Yale University's
Sheffield Scientific School and the Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia. An avid photographer,
he also took scores of excellent non-stereo photographs of the disaster during four visits to the
island.
7 The stereographer is almost always referred to simply as "Mr." Leadbeater, although Zebrowski once
gives him the initials A. F.; considering that these
were the initials of journalist jaccaci, who consistently accompanied Leadbeater, this may be a simple
transposition. Without further confirmation, the full
identity of Underwood's man remains elusive.
8 Or more properly Rubis, one of three small coastal
steamers that ran a regular shuttle service between
Fort-de-France and St. Pierre; sister-ship Diarnant
(Eng.: Diamond) had been one of the vessels
destroyed in the roadstead on May 8th.

"Along the Strand, Wholesale District, St. Pierre, Martinique, E W.I.", No. 14337 by
Keystone. A remarkable contrast is seen here along the waterfront, where most walls
situated at right angles to the fatal blast survived while virtually all those running in
an east-west direction were completely demolished.

like the one that had overwhelmed
St. Pierre, which swept directly
over the spot where their craft had
been lying-to. Some of its effects
were felt by a vessel five miles from
shore! Had Kennan, Leadbeater,
and their companions scheduled
their trip just one day later, it
would almost certainly have sunk
the Rlrhy and put an abrupt end to
Kennan's musings. By such slender
chances does fate determine the

course of history. Kennan was a
photographer of no mean ability
himself but even he found this sort
of assignment daunting. As he
noted in his preface to the Underwood guidebook:

It is by no means an easy task to get a
set of good photographs of an active volcano. On a pleasant, sunshiny day any
tyro with a kodak can take a snapshot at
an extinct volcano, . . . but when it
comes to photographing an active and
dangerous volcano at close range, and
getting a series of pictures that will convey to a person who has not seen it a
complete and accurate idea of its appearance and of the various phases of its
eruptive activity, the trouble begins.

"Remains of City Fountain and Base of Lighthouse, St. Pierre, Martinique, W.I. ",No.
8206 by H. C. White. Here in the Place Bertin, the force of the blast not only hurled
the statue from the fountain across the plaza but completely sheered off the heavy
stone lighthouse.
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Title page from the Underwood
guidebook, St. Pierre and Mont Peke
Through the Stereoscope, showing
author Ceorge Kennan. A noted lecturer on Russia, Kennan was the
uncle of famed Cold War strategist
Ceorge I? Kennan.

..................................................................
In the first place, a photographer who
has not been trained to take pictures in
an exciting environment, and in circumstances of some personal peril, is apt to
get "rattled," and to lose some of his
best exposures through forgetfulness,
oversight, or haste. The phenomena
exhibited by an active volcano in full
eruption are so menacing and terrifying,
and are on such a tremendous scale, as
to make an inexperienced amateur forget
all about focus, time and stops, even if
they do not actually put him to flight ....

Kennan went on to expound
upon the differences between his
efforts and those of his compatriot,
highlighting as he did so with
extraordinary clarity the virtues of
the stereograph for this sort of
work.

. . . An ordinary photograph of a
mountain, however perfect it may be
from a technical point of view, or as a
work of art, fails utterly to give the
impression made upon an observer by
the mountain itself. So far as my own
photographs are concerned, they not
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never emits true smoke-that is, air laden
with particles of unconsumed carbon-at
any time; and ninety-nine percent. of the
vapor that rises from Mont PelCe is pure
steam. When this steam is wholly free
from solid matter, it looks white; but as it
becomes more and more heavily
charged with the fine dust of pulverized
rock, it acquires greater and greater
apparent density, and changes its color
from pure white to yellowish white, then
to a dark muddy-yellow, and finally to
brownish-black and the deep threatening
black of a hurricane or tornado cloud
. . . . The finely divided matter which
gives density and color to the column of
steam is volcanic dust-a grayish powder, like Portland cement, which is nothing more or less than rock that has been
ground up in the vast subterranean mortar of the volcano, or, as seems more
likely, blown into minute fragments by
the expansive force of hot aqueous vapor
suddenly released from immense pressure. In describing Mont Pelee and the
results of its activity, I have sometimes
used, and may continue to use, the
words "smoke" and "ashes;" but it must
steadily be borne in mind that the volcano ejects neither the one nor the
other. What looks like smoke is steam
charged with dust, and the dust which
looks like ashes is powdered rock.

only fail to reproduce the most striking
and impressive features of the volcano,
but they are positively misleading, for the
reason that they dwarf disproportionately
all of the vertical dimensions, exaggerate
the horizontal distances from the eye to
the object, and distort, more or less, all
contour lines except those that lie in a
plane transverse to the line of vision. For
giving a correct idea of distances and
magnitudes, they are no better than so
many diagrams drawn to an unknown
l~
in which these
scale. ~ h e - o nphotograph
defects and limitations do not exist is one
taken with a double-barreledcamera and
seen through a stereoscope.. ..
I had in Martinique, for the first time,
an opportunity to set stereographs side
by side with ordinary photographs, and
to compare both with the objects pictured, and I have no hesitation whatever
in saying that, so far as truthfulness and
actual intrinsic value are concerned, half
a dozen of the stereographs of Mont
PelCe, taken in my presence by Mr. Leadbeater with a stereoscopic camera, are
worth more than all of the hundred that
I took myself with an instrument of the
ordinary sort.

Granted that Kennan is writing
in an Underwood guidebook, but
this sounds less like promotional
spin than the confessions of a true
believer. Furthermore, Kennan was
soon to be the author of an excellent popular account of the disaster entitled The Tragedy of Pelie and
would probably have had little
incentive to descend to the equivalent of mere carnival hucksterism
at Underwood's behest. More likely, as a respected lecturer he would,
on the contrary, have been concerned to preserve his reputation
for credibility. All of which tends
to invest the above statement with
an aura of genuine sincerity and
real enthusiasm for the stereographic art. Kennan was both a
vivid writer and a keen observer
and The Tragedy of Pelke is both a
gripping personal reminiscence
and an excellent companion piece
to his Underwood guidebook. His
analysis of the volcanic phenomena is every bit as competent as
those produced by the professional
scientists like Heilprin. For example, he wrote:
It would be natural enough, perhaps,
to suppose that the volcano, in its varying phases of activity, throws out vapor
of different kinds-at one time pure
white steam, at another time steam
mixed with smoke, and in a great eruption inky black smoke of the sootiest
kind; b i t such is not the case. A volcano

Given that this was penned in
1902, it is an astonishingly perceptive account, written with great
clarity-and one that holds up
well even today.

Stereographing St. Pierre
and Pelke
In addition to Underwood, all
the other major companies-Keystone, Kilburn, White, and W. H.
Rau-were represented on Martinique, and cards were also issued
by such relatively minor agencies
as R. Y. Young's American Stereoscopic Co. and the Whiting View
Co., as well as Keystone's European
affiliate, the Fine Art Photographers' Publishing Co. Together
they produced several hundred
fine views of the city, the volcano,
and island life. Unfortunately, few
if any of the stereographs show St.
Pierre as it was after the May 8th
eruption; on May 20th, the day
before Kennan's arrival, PelPe again
overwhelmed the citv, flattening
almost everything t h i earlier blist
had overlooked. At least a few
views of St. Pierre taken before the
disaster were also reissued by various makers. Though far less common, these views by Underwood,
R ~ U and
I Kilburn provide an espe-
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"Southeast from the Barren Slopes of Pelke above St. Pierre, Martinique, F. W.I., Professor Heilprin in Foreground", No. 74344 by Keystone. Among those who came to
study Pelhe and its ruined city was Angelo Heilpn'n of the Geographical Society of
Philadelphia; observations he and others made here helped to establish the new science of volcanology. This view was apparently taken during Heilpn'n's second visit to
the island, in july and August, the only time he seems to have been accompanied by
a Keystone stereographer.

..........................................................................................................................................................

cially interesting though limited
contrast to the subsequent devastation. The dead city itself had a
powerful and haunting effect upon
those who visited it. As George
Kennan recalled the experience:
The first impression that St. Pierre
made upon us, when we landed on the
wreck-strewn beach of the Place Bertin,
. . . and walked up toward the cathedral,
was one of loneliness, stillness, grayness
and almost unimaginable desolation.
There was no color, no structural form,
no traceable plan, and no sign whatever
of recent life.

The true horror of the experience only settled in when Kennan
and his companions descended
into the valley of the Roxelane
River.
The whole valley looked as if it had
first been swept by a frightful tornado
that had strewn it with trees, branches
and fragments of wrecked houses, and
had been overwhelmed by a Johnstown
flood, which, after sweeping the
immense masses of wreckage into heaps,
had finally subsided, leaving everything
covered with a thick layer of gray mud.
Scattered here and there over the surface
of this mud were bodies of dead men,
carcasses of mules, wheels of dismembered carts, big iron kettles, pieces of
machinery from some wrecked sugar

mill, timbers, boulders, roofs of houses
and great windrows of leafless, uprooted
trees. . . .
. . . The hot, breezeless air was heavy
and fetid with the stench of decaying
bodies and every now and then we came
upon a swollen, blackened corpse lying
out in the open or half buried in an ash
cemented pile of stones. In one or two
places, on the road or beside it, I saw
human bodies that had been rolled, tumbled and smashed by the blast until they
were nothing but huddled up masses of
torn, bloody clothing and lacerated flesh,
out of which were sticking the splintered
remains of arm and thigh bones.

Such passages demonstrate one
of the great strengths of the
Underwood guidebooks, the ability
to take us beyond the stereographs
themselves to share the sometimes
intense personal experiences of
those who took them. Besides St.
Pierre, the photographers visited a
number of villages such as
Precheur and Basse Pointe where
the damage was far less extensive.
Some also traveled to the neighboring island of St. Vincent, where
the volcano La Soufriere had erupted on May Sth, spreading death
and destruction on a smaller scale.
During late May and early June,
Leadbeater took several stereo

I
.

Detail from Keystone no. 14344
shows Professor Angelo Heilprin on
Mount Pelke with a box camera.

views of Morne Rouge; this attractive provincial town with its magnificent Notre Dame de la
Delivrande cathedral was savaged
by Pelke on August 30th. It was on
this occasion that the valiant
Father Mary was killed. He did live
long enough to be taken to a hospital where, informed that more
than a thousand of his parishioners had probably perished, his
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last words to the nun attending
him were allegedly "Then you
must excuse me, sister. I must tend
my flock."
Keystone's photographer arrived
on the scene about a week later to
capture the grisly devastation. In
The Enrption of Pelke, Heilprin
specifically states that these Morne
Rouge stereographs were taken on
September 7, 1902 and he also
confirms that Keystone photographed the fatal August 30th
blast as well. (Heilprin himself had
returned to the island for a followup investigation on August 23rd).
This time the death toll had
been about 2000 shamefully
unnecessary casualties in that, at
the beginning of August, the
French government, alarmed by
the strain some 12,000 refugees
were imposing on Fort de France
and with the eruptions apparently
on the wane, had ordered the populace to return to their homes on
pain of cutting off assistance. For
many, compliance had been the
equivalent of a death sentence.
In his travels around the island,
Leadbeater often found himself in
the company of Professor Heilprin
and the pair even set out on May
31st with the incredibly foolhardy
intent of climbing to the summit
to examine the crater itself. They
had almost reached the rim of the
temporarily quiescent crater when
they were overtaken by one of the
spectacular thunderstorms that fre-
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quently wracked the unstable
atmosphere around the summit. As
Leadbeater recalled the unsettling
experience:
Suddenly there crashed out of the very
air above our heads a cannonading so
terrific that the mountain seemed to
quake and tremble before it. It took us
some minutes to realize that it was a peal
of thunder. Then it commenced to thunder and lightning incessantly, and the
thunder followed so quickly after the
lightning that they seemed to come
simultaneously. The awful lightning flashes came in sheets and bolts of fire and
were blinding rather than illuminating
. . . . It rained so hard that we could not
see ten feet away, and so awed were we
by the thunder and lightning, and so
oppressed by the hot, sultry atmosphere,
that we did not know but that we were
being overwhelmed by another eruption.
I placed my camera on the ground and
lay upon it to keep it dry. But it rained
through my clothes, and it must have
penetrated even through my body, for
the camera was soaked. Those frightful
minutes when I lay on the ground shielding my camera, with the rain descending
in perfect floods of water. . with the
appalling thunder-charged flashes playing incessantly about me and the very air
quivering with the rapidity of the detonations, and but a few feet away the
seething, sweltering crater of the most
destructive volcano the world has ever
seen, will always stand out in my memory as a weird and horrible dream. At last

.

we could bear it no longer, and started
to come down the mountain, following
our tracks as best we could. While
descending the mountain we found that
the heavy rain had washed gorges in the
mud covering of the mountain two to
three feet deep, and in the blinding rain
we frequently stopped on the edge of
one of these gullies, which, suddenly giving way, caused us to slip and slide most
of the way down.

They eventually found their
mules and native guide waiting,
sensibly, in the bright sunshine at
the mountain's base. Such were
the perils of being an Underwood
photographer.
The following day, Heilprin tried
again, this time in company with
both Kennan and Leadbeater.
Although the latter was unable to
complete the exhausting climb a
second time, Heilprin and Kennan
did succeed in reaching the rim of
the crater, the first climbers to do
so since the fatal eruption of May
8th. Leadbeater and Heilprin had
been the first to reach the summit
the day before.
Heilprin must have been the
absolute soul of dedication to his
work, for as the pair tentatively
approached the rim, Kennan was
"tremendously startled" to suddenly find himself:

..........................................................................................................................................................
"Overlooking the mud-filledRoxelane River bed, and ash-coveredruins, to Mont Pelee
Martinique" by Underwood & Underwood. The Bn'trsh Residency at St.
Pierre was located on an island in the Roxelane. Isolated by floodwaters on May 3rd,
the consul, lames lapp, was unable to influence events in the city during its last fatal
week.

- St. Pierre,

. . . on the very brink of

a frightful
chasm fifty or seventy-five feet across
and hundreds of feet in depth, out of
which came a roar like that of a titanic
forge with the bellows at work, and a
curious crackling sound which suggested
the splitting of rocks in intense heat. The
wall of the2hasm under my feet was
absolutely perpendicular-even if it did
not overhang-and by bending forward
a little I could see down a hundred and
fiftv or t w o hundred feet. Bevond that
clear vision was lost i n 8 sort of

"Terrified Refugees, fleeing in Boats from Mont PelPe - en route to Fort de France,
Martinique" by Underwood & Underwood. Several small boats were overwhelmed
and destroyed near here by one of PelPe's explosive outbursts one day after Heilprin,
Kennan. and Leadbeater visited the area.
bright, vapory shimmer, like the shimmer
at the top of a white-hot blast furnace.

It was investigations such as
these, largely carried out at Martinique, that
the new and, at the time, littleunderstood science of volcanology.

"Terrible Mont PelPe, from bridge over the Capot River - looking S. W. - Martinique"
by Underwood & Underwood. Pelee's explosive depredations in August ravaged much
of the northeastern part of the island and reached almost to the mouth of the Capot
River, an area largely untouched by the southwesterly outbursts that claimed St.
Pierre in May.

Heilprin, who was in the forefront
of such investigations, authored a
popular account of the disaster,
Mont Peke and the Tragedy of Martinique, in 1903, and a later more
scientifically-oriented study, The
Eruption of Pel6e: A Sfimmary and
Disczission of the Phenomena and
Their Sequels, published posthumously some years later. The latter
is an oversized work, copiously
illustrated with photographs,
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"Here is where the Governor's Palace Stood, St. Pierre, Martinique, F. W.I. " Keystone
No. 14339. The back notes describe it as having been "a homely looking, barn-like
building" but with a pretty garden in front. Prior to 1902, the island's chief claim to
fame was as the childhood home of Napoleon's beloved Empress losephine.

standard Underwood fashion.
Mention should also be made of a
rare Underwood 60-card set on Vol..........................................................................................................................................................
canoes & Volcanic Action, which
the Martinique matemany of which are stereo-halves
combination with St. Vincent. One
rial
with
a
general
credited either to Underwood or
of the first was Underwood's 1903
Views
On
the
subject
from
Keystone, since both photograboxed set of 18 cards labeled Mararound
the
world.
Beside
those
phers had often found it either
tinique; accompanied by George
incorporated in the
useful or at least congenial to travKennan's guidebook, the individproduced "Ores of
el with a recognized scientist. Sevual cards are keyed to maps in the
era1 Underwood images also
..........................................................................................................................................................
appear in Heilprin's earlier work.
"Scenes which Force the Hardest Heart to Weep a Silent Tear - Victims as They Fell in
A number of sets of up to 100
the Destruction of Morne Rouge, Martinique, F. W.I. ",No. 14363 by Keystone. In one
views were produced by Underof the grimmest stereographs ever produced, the charred remains of Morne Rouge's
residents lie amid the ruins of their town, bones protruding from carbonized bodies
wood, Keystone, and White, some
after the eruption of August 30. Such scenes must have been all too familiar for the
just of Martinique and others in
first would-be rescuers who had entered St. Pierre on May 8th.
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other stereographs of the disaster,
although many are relatively nondescript views of the ruined city
with the smoking mountain in the
distance; frustratingly few specific
buildings are identified.
Keystone issued a numbered
group of some 100 views of the
disaster, which also incorporated at
least a few images of the nearly
simultaneous St. Vincent eruption.
These often feature fully descriptive backs that represented ~ e y stone's alternative to the Underwood guidebook format (White
and even Underwood also used
similar descriptive backs on occasion). As is often the case,
although Underwood did issue
some exceptional images, the Keystone views in general are more
arresting in terms of both subject
matter and composition. Keystone
for example wasnot averse to
framing several views with a skull
or two strategically positioned in
the foreground as a none-too-subtle reminder of the human tragedy
that lay buried in the otherwise
mute ruins. Indeed, such "props"
may have been deliberately placed
for effect (one is reminded of
Alexander Gardner's similar treatment of bodies in some of his
views of the Gettysburg battlefield). Furthermore, unlike Under9 Keystone founder B. L. Singley.
10 Curiously, this is the same date as the more
famous San Francisco Earthquake some four years
later.

'

"Ash-begrimed Interior of Cathedral, Morne Rouge, Martinique, F. W.I., after Eruption
of August 30th, '02", No. 14362 by Keystone. Remarkably intact despite the destruction of part of the roof and wall (see previous view), the interior of the cathedral
shows the same gray shroud that covered St. Pierre in its final days. (Heilprin indicates that these stereographs were taken on September 7, 1902.)

..........................................................................................................................................................
wood, Keystone is often at pains to
identify specific ruins within the
doomed city, contributing greatly
to the overall effectiveness of the
series. Keystone's views were apparently produced by A. B. Payne, a
34-year old photographer who was
active in the company's employ
from 1897 to 1908 and who, along
with five of his siblings, operated
the company's St. Louis office as a
family business, with brother 0. E.
Payne serving as General Manager
and sister Ida acting as cashier. In a
letter dated June 3rd, 1902, Payne's
mother, Sarah Ann Rhodes Payne,
wrote to her daughter Ona:
Did you know that A.B. is down in that
Earthquake and Volcanic country-has
visited and made views of the earthquake
ruins. Mr. Singley9is in Europe and the
Boys at the office received a Cablegram
from him a few days ago instructing
them to Cablegram A.B. to go at once to
the Volcanic Country where there are
such terrible Eruptions. I can hardly bear
to think of it. There is so much danger
there all the time 1 fear they will never
get back to us. We have not heard from
him for two weeks.

Despite Mrs. Payne's
apparently n o harm came to her
Son as a result of this difficult and
hazardous assignment, and the
veteran photographer survived

until shortly after his 86th birthday in December of 1953. Since
the letter refers to Payne's having
"made views of the earthquake
ruins," the ruins in question may
not refer to St. Pierre but rather to
a devastating earthquake which
occurred on the nearby island of
Guadaloupe on April 18thI1"resulting in some 12,000 fatalities. On
the other hand, although a few
Keystone views were taken on
Guadaloupe at some point, I am
not aware of any views of the
earthquake ruins there, and it is
possible that Mrs. Payne simply
misspoke. (Other contemporary
the disaster
'eferences
non-witnesses and the media do
sometimes erroneously refer to
Martinique as an earthquake disaster since there was some thought
at the time that an earthquake had
triggered the eruption). The fact
that Singley wired all the way from
Europe specifically to request
Payne's services supports the view
pleased
that he had been
with the quality of his work in the
past while the fact that he was
unable to contact the photographer directly hints that Payne may
already have been in the
Caribbean. In an advertisement
published when he left Keystone's
~ ~ W O R l ;Volume
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"St. Pierre - Rue Victor Hugo avant le 8 Mai 7 902" - this view of St. Pierre's main
business street suggests the "old world charm" and vibrant life of this colorful colonial
city. It is in stark contrast to stereograph and postcard views taken after the event.

"Saint-Pierre - La Rue Victor Hugo" - This postcard photograph was taken many
months after the disaster as the grass growing amid the ruins eloquently indicates. In
the background is the bizarre "Tower of Pelbe, " the sepulchral volcanic phenomenon
that appeared long after Leadbeater, Payne, and the other stereographers had
departed for home. Such postcards help to flesh out the story of the disaster as told in
stereographs.

employ to set up his own commercial photography establishment in
1908, Payne described his background as that of "Scenic Photoartist, equaled by few, traveling the
past ten years in twenty countries
as Chief Staff-Photographer for one
of the largest and best known picture concerns on earth." Although
Keystone photographers, like those
of Underwood, tend to remain
anonymous, family evidence establishes Payne as the photographer
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of the Norway set and at least several of the "sentimental" views in
addition to the Martinique series."
The admittedly vague sequence
of events in the letter also suggests
that Payne may not have arrived
in Martinique until some time
after Underwood's Leadbeater. Perhaps he was among the many scientists and journalists who chose
to go first to the neighboring
island of St. Vincent to view the
effects of the Soufriere eruption.

Unlike Kennan and Leadbeater,
who returned to the mainland
with Heilprin on the steamer
Fontabelle on June 9th, Payne's
movements on Martinique are
unclear and he may have remained
on the island for some time.
Whether Payne was the stereographer who recorded the aftermath
of the destruction of Morne Rouge
at the end of August is equally
uncertain. In The Eruption of Pelke,
Heilprin nowhere mentions Payne
by name but he does refer to
exploring the flanks of the volcano
with a p/ioto,gmpher (type not specified) named Julian Cochrane, who
at one point he indicates is his
only non-local companion. Does
this mean that Payne had been
supplanted by another Keystone
operative for a second visit to the
island? Or simply that he was not
traveling with Heilprin at that particular time? It is hoped that further research may in time resolve
this minor mystery.
H. C. White's offering, a group
of eighteen images, was typical of
their smaller sets and includes
some subjects not seen in the larger groupings of Underwood and
Keystone.
In a sense, it is perhaps unfortunate for the modern stereo collector that the destruction of St.
Pierre occurred so late in stereographic history. For, although the
concentration of the industry in
the hands of a few major companies like Underwood, White, and
Keystone allowed for the mass production of images, it also made for
a certain lack of spontaneity-one
might almost say two-dimensionality-in the coverage of the event.
As indicated, almost no views exist
of the doomed city prior to or in
the immediate aftermath of the
eruption of May 8th. This is hardly
surprising, for an otherwise unremarkable colonial town, even one
as colorful as St. Pierre, was unlikely to attract the attention of such
industry giants. It was a tempting
focus for the efforts of local and
amateur photographers, most of
whom were no longer producing
stereographs by this time.
The postcard was, however, a
growing phenomenon and this
venue provides a surprisingly good
filler for the types of images missing in stereo. There are literally

scores of magnificent views of the
city prior to its destruction, from
the waterfront with its lively shipping, to the native market, the
Place Bertin with its lighthouse
and fountain, public buildings like
the Cathedral, Customs House,
Chamber of Commerce, and Theater, the Rue Victor Hugo and
other streets, even the horse-drawn
tram cars. Immersed in these, one
gets an eerie feeling-like walking
the streets of Pompeii before Vesuvius. Many of these images are
"real photo" postcards reissued
after the destruction, but some predate May 8th. A favorite in my collection is a view of St. Pierre's magnificent Botanical Gardens and
bears the handwritten message:
"11 Janvier 1902. Des fleurs, des
fleurs, toujours des fleurs." Yet
within less than four short months,
the flowers that so impressed the
unknown visitor, together with the
Botanical Gardens themselves, and
all the rest of St. Pierre, would no
longer exist-no longer be "toujours." Perhaps even more astonishing is another card, also postmarked in January of 1902, from
an American tourist to a friend in
Connecticut. Though the message
is of the typical "wish you were
here" variety and the image is
uninspiring, the card is annotated
for delivery "Per S.S. Roraima." The
Quebec Line steamship carried this
card on one of its last regular runs
between the United States and
Martinique before its own fatal
rendezvous with destiny off St.
Pierre in May.
11 I am indebted for the foregoing information to
Wolfgang and Mary Ann Sell of the Holmes
Library, who supplied me with research initially
compiled by Mr. Frank I. Payne of Roslyn, NY, a
grandnephew of Keystone's A. B. Payne.
12 The Thera or Santorini eruption, which is probably
the origin of the Atlantis legend, may have crippled the flourishing civilization of Minoan Crete
and thus paved the way for the emergence of the
Mycenaean Greeks, whose exploits are celebrated
in Homer's epic poems.
13 Fatalities for the Chicago Fire of 1871 total about
250, Johnstown Flood of 1889 perhaps 2,200,
Galveston Hurricane of 1900 some 6,000-1 0,000,
and San Francisco Earthquake of 1906 (for which
estimates vary widely!) from fewer than 500 (a
deliberate misstatement for political reasons) to as
many as 10,000. But even the most sanguine figures for these events can not begin to approach
St. Pierre's 30,000!
14 The author would also like to express his
appreciation to a colleague at Cherokee High
School, Ms. Erika Witzig, whose patient assistance
with the intricacies of the French language
allowed the author to undertake certain correspondence that led to the acquisition of material
used in this article.

Many of these postcards also
show the status of destruction in
the city prior to the second eruption of May 20th, at a time when
many of St. Pierre's buildings such
as the Cathedral were still partially
intact. Some are quite grim, showing the human wreckage as well as
that of the city. Some of these
appear to have been taken within
a single day of the disasterincluding a dramatic view of the
fire-scarred wreck of Ellery Scott's
Roraima still burning in the roadstead. The local photographers
remained, too, after the mainland
stereographers packed up their gear
and departed. Hence, they were on
hand to record the volcano's subsequent history, including the
bizarre "Tower of Pelee" in the
months that followed. In short, a
modern stereo collector who wishes to fully appreciate the magnitude of the disaster and the dramatic impact of his stereographs
could do worse than to supplement them with a representative
selection of "real photo" postcards.

Aftermath:
Out from the Ashes
As the explosive eruptions of
Pelee began to wane in 1903, a
large lava dome commenced to
grow in the crater; this ultimately
thrust up a giant pinnacle, some
900 feet high, a grotesque and initially glowing tombstone as it were
for St. Pierre's slain thousands. This
unique phenomenon, known as
the "Tower of Pelee" and much
remarked upon at the time, proved
unstable and shook itself to pieces
within a year.
The nuie ardente that destroyed
St. Pierre was very similar in most
respects to what we today would
call a pyroclastic flow, one of the
most lethal and destructive of all
volcanic phenomena, and one that
is familiar to us from the events at
Mt. St. Helens, the Philippines' Mt.
Pinatubo, and most recently, the
West Indian island of Montserrat,
the last not far from Martinique.
This type of eruption was little
known or understood in 1902, scientists being more familiar with
the slower, more predictable, lava
flows they had seen at Vesuvius,
Etna, and the Hawaiian volcanoes.
The destruction of St. Pierre by
Mont Pelee was not the greatest

volcanic eruption in history (those
of Krakatoa in the Dutch East
Indies in 1883 and Thera in the
Aegean around 1450 B.C. were
monstrous by comparison) or even
the most famous (Pompeii's
destruction by Vesuvius in 79 A.D.
has that honor).Iz But it is doubtful
that any city and its people ever
suffered a more complete annihilation than that of St. Pierre. The
death toll here was far larger than
that of the four other great disasters most conspicuously covered in
stereo combined!"
Perhaps the most intriguing feature of the St. Pierre disaster is that
it was totally unnecessary.
Although the specific phenomenon that destroyed St. Pierre had
been virtually unobserved to that
time, Pelee had provided an abundance of evidence that it threatened the city prior to May 8th.
The real problem was political.
With the chief strength of the Progressive Party among the urban
populations of Fort de France and
St. Pierre, evacuation of the city on
the eve of the election would have
been politically risky. This factor
counted heavily in the thinking of
the island's rulers, thinking for
which they and their constituents
paid an exorbitant price. In 1903,
George Kennan wrote that:
The city of St. Pierre remains as it was
when we saw it last a year ago, and it
may be doubted whether, in the lifetime
of the present generation, any attempt
will be made to rebuild it. Wrecked
towns are usually rebuilt by their surviving inhabitants, but St. Pierre has no surviving inhabitants-. . . and the impression made by the great disaster upon the
people of the island was so deep, . . .
that [none] are likely to make homes for
themselves in that fire-scorched, ashburied valley of death.

Yet, despite Kennan's pessimistic
outlook, people did return and St.
Pierre was rebuilt, although on a
much smaller scale. When in 1929
Mont Pelee again erupted, the
3200 residents were promptly evacuated. But this time the volcano
spared the town. Nevertheless, St.
Pierre today is just a shadow of its
former self, with a population only
a fourth of what it was a century
ago. The once-bustling colonial
seaport that was the "Paris of the
West Indies," and the horror of its
final days, are just a distant
memory." mm
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News from the
Stereoscopic Society of America
Ray Zone

Stereo Greetings!

T

his is my first official column
as incoming General Secretary
of the Stereoscopic Society of
America. The SSA has a great history behind it with many exciting
possibilities for the future and I am
very happy and proud to be associated with it.
Personally, I participate in the
Speedy Print, Avian Print and
Ovine Print Circuits and I very
much enjoy making stereocards
and sharing them with everybody
on the circuits.
In succeeding Bill Patterson as
SSA General Secretary I know that I
have very big shoes to fill. All of
you SSA members and Circuit Secretaries, in particular, who are
reading this should consider this
my solicitation to you for updated
information about the activities in
your Circuits as well as your own
personal stereographic efforts.
You don't have to be a Circuit
Secretary to give me information
about your stereo making activities
with the SSA. I want t o hear from
all of you. And I would like to
include as complete a picture as
possible about Circuit activities in
every one of the SSA pages that
runs in Stereo WorM. I'm counting
on you to help me do that. Send
email anytime to me personally at:
r3dzoneCiearthlink.net.Drop me a
line or telephone at: Ray Zone,

r

e Stereoscopic Society of America is a
group of currently active stereo photographers who circulate their work by means of
postal folios. Both print and transparency formats are used, and several groups are operating folio circuits to met the needs in each
format. When a folio arrives, a member views
and makes comments on each of the entries
of the other participonts. His or her own
view, which has traveled the circuit and has
been examined and commented upon by the
other members, is removed and replaced with
a new entry. The folio then continues its endless travels around the circuit. Many long distance friendships have formed among the
participonts in this manner over the years.
Stereo photographers who may be interested in Society membership should write to the
Membership Secretary, Shab Levy, 6320 SW
34th Ave., Portland, OR 9720 1.
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stereo images are always meticulous and his stereocards have great
presentation.
Recently members of the Speedy
Circuit were treated to one of
Ernie's particularly great stereoviews which should take a special
place in the annals of "stereo photographica." Over the years Ernie
has gotten some great stereo photos of a raccoon he has named
"Pinky" by luring him onto the
porch. The new stereocard titled
"Wow! That's me." depicts Pinky
looking through a Holmes stereoscope at a stereo view card of himself. One can only ask Ernie in
amazement "How did you do
that?"
Ernie is also the SSA Supply Secretary. Those who need supplies or
who can report on folio activity for
Avian and Ovine Circuits can contact him at: ernie@mcleod.netor
(319) 362-8779.

1945 Hillhurst Ave. #4, Los Angeles, CA 90027 (323) 662-3831.

New Speedy Secretaries
In January of this year David
and Linda Thompson took over
the Secretary position for the
Speedy Folios from Bill Walton.
Bill started and ran these folios for
22 years. The Speedies are card
folios limited to 13 people. There
is a 5-day rule of thumb for receipt
and shipping on the Speedy Folios.
"Keep 'em moving," is what Bill
Walton always says. This makes for
fast moving and viewing of Speedy
folios. Two are B&W and the other
three are color. There are a couple
of openings if anyone is interested
in joining. If so, please
contact Team Thompson at:
dlt4wd3d@aol.comor
(714) 671-1403.
David recently served another
year as Chairman of the 4th Hollywood International Stereo Card
Exhibition sponsored by the Stereo
Club of Southern California. This
Exhibition is sanctioned by the PSA
and once again David produced a
beautiful catalog of acceptances
and awards showcasing the awardwinning stereocards.
Speedy folio member Bill Walton
won a Special "Living Mammal"
Award. David Thompson also took
the "Hollywood Gold" Medal and
the "Muscogee 3-D" Photojournalism award. Omega folio member
H. Lee Pratt took a "Hollywood Silver" Medal. 2 x 2 Transparency
folio member Boris Starosta won
"Best Contemporary" for a very
timely computer-generated stereo
image called "Tower Plane." SSA
member Klaus Kemper took home
both a "Hollywood Silver" and
"Hollywood Bronze" Medal. These
folks gave fine representation for
the SSA in this great Exhibition.

The Two Doctors
"Dr. Dave" Kesner and "Dr. T"
George Themelis are two dynamos
of stereo activity. Dr. Dave is a
member of five different SSA Circuits and also Secretary of the
Gamma Transparency folio who
maintains a tracking site for the
folio at: htt~:I/www.dddphotopraphv
.comlnamma . Dr. Dave also maintains a tracking page for the Alpha
Folio that can be found at: httu:/l
www.dddvhotographv.com/alpha .

"Any Folio secretary who wants is
welcome to use the page(s) as a
template," says Dave, "or they
could contact me and I would .be
happy to help them set one up."
He reports that "Things just run
quite smoothly with no real surprises" in the Gamma folio. "Definitely no activities except the
viewing of some of the finest
stereo slide images in the SSA."
Contact Dr. Dave at: drdave@

Pinky, The Stereo Raccoon
Veteran SSA member Ernie
Rairdin, now acting as Secretary for
both the Avian Print as well as the
Ovine Print Circuits, is also a
member of the Feline Print, Speedy
Print and Cyber Circuits. Ernie's

ddduhotogra~hv.com.

'

George "Dr. T" Themelis is a
member of Alpha, Beta and
Gamma Transparency Circuits and
is an award-winning stereo photographer and author of How to
Use and Maintain Your Stereo Realist.

"Wow! That's me" by Ernie Rairdin.

He repairs Stereo Realist cameras
and is the editor of Stereogram published by the Ohio Stereo Photographic Society. On his website
George includes a fine history of
the SSA by Bill Patterson at:
http://home.att.net/-drt-3dIDrTlSSAl
index.htm .

SSA-Online
During his recent tenure as
Membership Secretary, Shab Levy
initiated three new SSA folios:
View-Master, Omega (slides) and
SSA-Online. Shab is proud of the
success of all three, but the one
closest to his heart is the SSAOnline. "Not only is this a new
kind of folio," says Shab, "it also
signifies a new direction for SSA. It
solves a perennial problem that
SSA encountered: how to involve
stereo workers from all over the
world as full members of SSA and
yet provide full security for the
images that are distributed globally.
"The Internet of course was the
obvious solution and I am happy
to announce that within a little
over a year, we now have some 20
very active members who
exchange images electronically on
a relatively secure website.
"This new experiment has
proved very successful. It allows
members to post stereo images
taken with any camera and by any
method and have an instantaneous feedback from other mem-

bers. Furthermore, it allows members to not only make a written
comment about an image, but also
to take this image and (with the
author's permission) to make visual 'corrections' to the image for
immediate cross-feedback."
The basic requirements for joining SSA-Online are as follows:
1. Some way to convert your
conventional stereo pictures to
digital files, by use of scanners,
etc. (Or the use of digital
cameras).
2. Registering with Yahoo and
obtaining a Yahoo ID.
3. Joining the folio directly
through Shab.
4. Being able to follow simple
instructions to upload your electronic files to the website.

"While I will always value the
original purpose of SSA of cirmlating the 'real' thing," says Shab,
"SSA-Online provides a new
avenue, not available in the past to
members and would-be members
of SSA."
As with any other folio, SSAOnline is open to anyone who is
already a member of SSA. For
details on joining, email Shab at:
shab@easystreet.com.TOjoin SSA,
contact SSA Membership Secretary
Paul Talbot: ptww@hh.net .
To read more about SSA, go to:
www.stereoview.orn/ssa.html.am

PRECISION FOLDING STEREO VIEWER
For all standard
Realist 3D stereo slides. HEW
Glass or cardboard
mounted. Folds flat,
LARGE
weighs only 1 oz.
Prepaid minimum order
$lO.qO.Add $2.00 for
sh~pp~ng
and handling.
FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE.
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

LESS IN
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800-223-6694

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

TAYLOR MERCHANT CORP. 212 West 35th Street

New York, NY 10001
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aul Wing died in his sleep
March 8,2002, one day before
his 89th birthday. (Initial
reports gave the date erroneously
as the 7th.) For those who nwer
got a chance to meet or know him,
we hope this collection of memories from just a few of his many
friends will provide some idea of
what they missed-and of the
sense of loss the rest of us feel.
Contributing to this international
memorial are: 3-D art conversion
master, stereo history researcher
and new SSA General Secretary Ray
Zone; stereoscopy.com webmaster
and NSA European representative
Alexander Klein; s t e m imaging
expert and entrepreneur Ron
Labbe; stereo technology authority
and writer Abram Klooswyk; viewer, camera and photographica collector and writer Mike Kessler; and
stereographer, 3-0 Zmagics author

and retired violinist of the Royal
Concertgebouw Orchestra Wim
van Keulen.

AT N ~
Giant
It's been a tough year for stereography. Within the past year
we've lost several important longtime stereographers. Charles Piper,
author of the "The Technical Page"
for the 30 News of the Stereo Club
of Southern California (SCSC), left
us late in 2001. George Skelley,
veteran stereo photographer and
maker of stereo mounts as well as
an NSA, scscand ISU member, followed shortly after Charlie. Then
Earl Colgan, a beloved and very
active international stereo photographer, passed away 2 weeks prior
to his 98th birthday in February,
2002.
Now, Paul Wing, a true giant in
the field of stemgraphy has shuf-

fled off the standard mortal interocular for hyperstereo glories elsewhere. Paul passed away on March
8, a day before his 89th birthday.
The importance of Paul Wing in
contemporary stereography cannot
be overstated. Paul was a veteran
of more than a half century of
stereoscopy and was one of only
four Lifetime Members in the
Stereoscopic Sodety of America
(SSA). Member number 385 in the
SSA, Paul was an internationally
recognized master stereographer
The
and the author of S - s q :
First One Hundred Years, (llansition
Publishing: 1996), the definitive
history on the subject and one
which will undoubtedly remain so
for a long time to come. In 1997
Paul graciously inscribed a copy of
his book for me: "To Ray Zone, 3-D
Enthusiast!"

......................................................
lndicrn this & t ~ b 3 bottomtormrrkonesideofthe
amem3 extreme wide angle
of*,
mu1 Wmg prepares
to stcreogmph the @ens of
ahr chatw V w - l e - V m t e
dthhkLEEPapmem.m
pordns on the south side of
the lbmous chateau pmvided
a diomdic pnwvmo of the
qordcns fw a tour following
the 1991 ISU Congress in
Penis. Pou/ w s one of the
fimpcapkkr t h e w to
omo& obtain and skilhllly
use the Cmed amem.

"If 3-D is involved, I am interested," wrote Paul in the 1999 Year
Book of the SSA. "As a photographer I have enjoyed making pairs
with other than normal eye spacing from close up (birds and flowers) to miles away (aerial hypers)."
Despite six decades of experience
in stereography Paul was never
limited in his approach. In a recent
SSA folio I sent around a stereocard
that was a "blinker," in which 2step animation could be created by
alternately closing and opening
the left and right eyes. Some stereographers might consider this a
radical or inappropriate use of the
medium. But Paul enthusiastically
responded by sending in the next
folio historical notes and a blinker
that had been created in 1870.
Paul was first intrigued with
stereocards in the early 1920s and
by the time he finished high
school during the Great Depression he was making "cha cha,"
stereo photographs using side-step
with a [2D] Kodak Brownie camera. In the 1940s, Paul met Dr.
Philip Batchelder, a stereo collector
and a member of the American
Branch of the Stereoscopic Society
of Great Britain. 'It opened a new
world," Paul wrote in the foreword
to his book on stereoscopes. "After
a visit to his home, I couldn't sleep
all night. His collection of views
and viewers, neatly presented in a
special room, overwhelmed me."
As a collector of stereographic
views, viewers and cameras, a
stereo historian and a practicing
stereo photographer, Paul was
unique. When it came to 3-Dl Paul
did it all. A few years ago, along
with Ron Labbe and Dan Gosch,
Paul exhibited his stereo photography at an art gallery in Boston. I
remember a great stereo slide show
on Old China that Paul presented
at the NSA Convention in San
Diego in 1997. The images were
copied in a pristine manner from
old stereoviews and Paul's commentary was a delight.
I first contacted Paul in 1987 at
the suggestion of Susan Pinsky. He
graciously lent me dupes of French
tissue "Diableries" which I printed
in a comic book called 3-0 Danse
Macabre. Paul has written several
definitive articles on the subject in
the pages of Stereo World. Paul has
also unfailingly assisted me with
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Union at the 4th congrerr in Buxton, Engknd in 1983. He went on to leod the orgonization of the 5th congress in Washington, D.C. in 1985, which is aedited with revitalizing
the intematEona1group. (stmo by David starluncm)

.............................................................................................................................................................
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find in nearfy any crowd, but Ron Labbe decided his ears d e w m i equal recagnitkm at the
1989 NSA convention in Porthnd. (stem by ~urcw,PMY)

................................................................................................................................................................
research into the history of stereo
drawing. His fund of historical
information on stereography was
practically limitless.
Most recently, I was delighted
when Paul joined the SSA Speedy
Alpha I and I1 folios where everybody benefited from the views Paul
enclosed as well as his informed
and funny comments on their
work. Some of the views Paul sent
around were stereocards of his
children that he had made in the
19&! Of course, they were very
well executed and composed.
The Speedy folios are limited to
only 12 participants so the views
make a rather quick circuit. I treasure the stereo view sleeves on

which Paul has inscribed his comments about my views in a rather
spidery hand. "There are a number
of things I could say," wrote Paul
regarding a hyperstereo card with
wide separation I sent around in
1999. "I free vision pairs with even
wider separation, but I think
butting two 3%"squares together
is going too far!"
For another radical hyperstereo
card I had sent, Paul actually made
a corrected version of the card and
enclosed it in the sleeve. "I marvel
that none of you mentioned having a bit of trouble vidving this,"
he observed. But Paul's comments
were always instructive and
encouraging. "I look to your enveJasraowapU, Vdume 28, Number S

-
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It would be hard to name a stereo gathering of any size attended by Paul Wing at which
his recorder wasn't heard sooner or later. Stereos of him playing it all over the world could
fill an entire issue. Here he serenades photo historian Lynn Marie Mitchell at the 1994 NSA
Awards Banquet in Milwaukee. (stereo by /ohn Dennis)

A

Paul Wing, "The Godfather of Stereo" explains the basics of stereography to TV newsman
Willie Redd during the 1998 NSA convention in Richmond, VA. Redd had done a special
about the convention on the local evening news. From the most green beginner to an
accomplished stereographer with a special problem, Paul was ready and willing to help.
(Stereo by Bill C. Walton)

I
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lope for something really different," he wrote most recently.
We all looked to Paul Wing for
something really different. He was
a stereographic fount of invention
and history. He will be more than
missed. He is irreplaceable in the
pantheon of stereography. As I
write, it's very likely that Paul is
now setting up a stereo photograph (in some radiant new medium). And he is undoubtedly creating a stereo base that is measurable
in light years or parsecs instead of
inches.
-Roy Zone
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Teacher and Inspiration
to Us All
&

Paul Wing was a stereo enthusiast since he was young, and he will
not only be remembered for his
hyper-stereos, his wonderful collection of antique stereo viewers, his
outstanding book about stereoscopes, but also for his personality.
Paul was born in Sandwich, Massachusetts on March 9, 1913. He
graduated in 1934 from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
with a degree in Chemical Engineering. He was a leading specialist
in the design and application of

process control valves throughout
a 48-year career in instrumentation.
Paul Wing was named a Fellow
of the National Stereoscopic Association in 1985. He has served the
Board of Directors of NSA and also
received a special Outstanding
Stereographer Award in 1990 from
the Association. At the NSA annual
meeting in 1979 he was recognized
with a Life Achievement Award
from the Stereoscopic Society
American Branch (now SSA).
Paul was also a Fellow in the
Third Dimension Society of Great
Britain and a charter member of
the Photographic Historical Society
of New England. He was a member
and past president of the International Stereoscopic Union (ISU)
and has been a member of Great
Britain's Stereoscopic Society for
about 50 years. In 1994, the ISU
awarded Paul a Certificate of
Appreciation in which he was
characterized as "a teacher and
inspiration to us all."
He was also known internationally for his modern stereoscopic
slides and prints. A member of the
Photographic Society of America
since 1967, he had a substantial
record in Salon competition and in
1994 was awarded a Fellowship. At
the 1995 annual meeting of the
Stereoscopic Society of America,
Paul Wing was granted Life Membership status.
I feel very privileged to have
known Paul for almost 15 years.
He was a true inspiration. I have
lost a dear friend:
-Alexander Klein

The "Cranky Yankee"
Paul Wing was a man who spoke
his mind, and 3-D was frequently
on it! I've been lucky enough to
live less than an hour's drive from
Paul, and we became good friends.
We spent many an hour talking
3-D... I could hardly have had a
better teacher. ~ a uwas
l more than
just a mentor-he was also like a
grand dad to me. I admired the
way he employed his tough love to
help enthusiasts see new and usually better ways to create stereo
images. In a folio, for example,
when others might write, "beautiful picture" or "lovely portrait",
Paul would generally concentrate
on how the image might have
been improved. Some see critique

as criticism, but Paul was steadfast.
This hard line approach led to the
nomenclature of "Cranky Yankee"
from Ed Shaw, but Paul also had
quite a sense of humor to offset his
sometimes gruff manner. His passion and energy remained strong
right to the end... we have certainly lost an icon of the worldwide
3-D community, and I've lost a
friend.
-Ron Labbe

An International Loss
The sad news that Paul Wing
passed away will be felt as a lois to
the stereo community throughout
the world. Many will remember his
wide field of stereo interests, from
bird "telestereo close-ups" to airplane hypers to French tissues to
Equipment Notes in Stereo World to
LEEP wide angles to the monumental Stereoscopes book.
I met him first at the founding
congress of the International
Stereoscopic Union in 1975
(Wageningen, the Netherlands)
where he participated in the Technical working party (organized by
Koo Ferwerda). That was a memorable discussion group which
included K.C.Johnson from the
USA, Pat Whitehouse, John Taylor
and J. Bibby from the UK, Fritz
Waack from Germany, George
Belieres and E. Binschedler from
France and others from a number
of counties. Several of them are
deceased now.
Paul attended almost all ISU congresses, where his flute could be
heard into the late hours, the last
in the Netherlands (Rolduc).
Between congresses he also visited
the Netherlands on some occasions, especially for research on the
Stereoscopes book.
I admired his airplane hypers
and his LEEP pictures. He gave me
some hypers and copies of slides of
French Tissues, on which he had
lectured. Indeed, the broad scope
of his interests in stereoscopy
impressed me most--apart from
the amiable person he was.
His death is truly an international loss.
-Abram Klooswyk

On Wings
Anyone who knows me, or has
at least followed my rambling dissertations in print or lecture,
understands that I have a particu-

Even harder than mounting your own stereo slides for consistent p r o j e c t b is +ng
the
often fhmed and tattered work of 19th century publishers fw good projection shows. Paul,
seen here with his copying rig, was able to bring even borderine stereoviews back to life
on the screen. (stereo by ~d show)
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lar love for the cameras and other
innovations of Simon Wing. Part
of our house resembles a shrine to
Mr. Wing, complete with icons
and various offerings--all I need is
a supply of candles. I even devoted
a complete issue of the Photographist, several years ago [Summer/Fall 19941 to a detailed history
of this unique and fascinating
character in the history of photography.
There is another Wing however,
for whom I am even more passionate; and that is Paul Wing. His specia1 love--and he dominated the
field completely-was stereo. 1 say
"was" because Paul died a few
weeks ago at his home in Massachusetts. This isn't a eulogy-1'11
leave that to others more qualified
in those matters-and I won't go
into a lot of details, but I just had
to reminisce a little about someone
whom I'm going to miss a hell of a
lot.
When I found that I had an
interest in stereo viewers, I found
that all roads led to Paul Wing.
The guy made a great first impres.
sion. He stood a lanky, six-foot
four with a booming voice and a
perpetual grin on his face. The first
time he showed me around his
house, lilled with all those wonderful stereoscopes that would later
end up in his book, StereoscopesThe First Hundred Yem, I knew I
had finally found a collecting soul
mate.
I immediately accused him of
being related to the "other" Wing,

but he denied any connection.
Paul said that he checked into the
matter and found that there were
three "Wings" who came over on
the Mayflower and his relative,
and that of Simon's, were two
entirely different Pilgrims.
Paul was actually more famous
for his skill in taking and mounting stereo photographs than he
was for his collecting. Over the
years his stereo presentations at
NSA conferences drew the biggest
crowds of all, and I used to sit for
hours while he tried to impress
upon my feeble brain the virtues
of creating the proper stereo "windown when mounting 35mm
transparencies so the three dimensional effect would be maximized.
Over the years I ended up with a
number of very special treasures
through Paul. Some I purchased
outright when he had a duplicate;
others came when he finally decided to start parting with his better
pieces. Once I sent him photos of
an especially magnificent floor
model stereoscope that I had just
acquired. A few weeks later, at a
NSA show in the Midwest, Paul
stopped by my table. He leaned
way over until his shirt pocket was
level with my eyes. There, jutting
out, was a stereo card. At a nod
from Paul I carefully removed it
and put on my glasses. It was an
unbelievably rare stereo card showing a display of Beckers floor and
table model viewers. Prominent in
the center of the group was my
very stereoscope. Paul then said,

--
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apparently enjoying the stunned
look on my face, that since I
owned the viewer, I should have
the card as well. Then I got a firm
slap on the back as he turned and
walked away.
So that's it! But what a wonderful coincidence that two gentlemen named Wing should leave
such important and lasting legacies
in Photography and in my life as
well. I miss them both.
-Mike Kessler
(Courtesy of Cascade Panorama)

Stereoscopy and Music
The first time I met Paul and
Clare was in Holland around 1980.
It was the start of a long friendship
which was only spoiled-as he
said-by "that damned Atlantic
Ocean between us". Paul and I

Stereo Views remains the primary
published guide to stereoview collecting, with valuable background
information on the existing stereography of subjects from Advertising and Africa to Wire Walkers and
Zoos. It g-oes far beyond lists of top
prices obtained for-views at auc- tions, and includes hundreds of
views in the $2 to $5 range as well
as items like Lincoln views in the
$2000 to $4000 range. Maybe most
importantly, this Second Edition
keeps stereoview collecting intelligently represented among the myriad price guides of the collecting
world, and features prominent
mention of the NSA and Stereo

shared two passions: stereoscopy
and music.
During our mutual visits in
Hingham and Amsterdam we
spent hours studying our collections and once we played Telemann duets for violin and recorder
with great pleasure. I liked his way
of communicating without avoiding honest criticism. In stereo portraits and cherished memories,
through his letters and his wonderful book we can feel his strong
presence beyond the borders of a
human life-time.
-Wim van Keulen

The Paul Wing
Memorial Fund
The family of Paul Wing has
requested that donations in Paul's
memory be given to the Photo-

ter is the fact that the more
numerous view reproductions are
at full page width (about 85% of
actual size), making them much
more useful and interesting than

38
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the smaller reproductions in the
first edition. In fact, even if you
could care less about prices, this
isn't a bad book for just browsing
and drooling! aa

3-D Catalog
O

Supplies for Stereographers
0 3-D slide viewers
0 Print stereoscopes
O 3-D slide mounts
0 3-D slide mounting supplies
O Books about 3-D & in 3-D

World.

The over 10,000 revised listings
include expanded coverage of
boxed sets, Tru-Vue and Novelview. The one area of stereo collecting in which the book has had
serious competition in recent years
is View-Master, where a number of
more specific guides (one down to
individual scenes, one on European packets, etc.) have been published. While the View-Master section lacks the lavish illustration of
the view evaluation chapter, its 96
pages cover virtually every English
language reel and packet issued
prior to 2000 that most collectors
are likely to encounter.
Of the 300+ photos, many are
new to the 2nd edition. Even bet-

graphic Historical Society of New
England, Inc. Paul was a Charter
and Honorary Life member of
PHSNE and shared his love of stereography with the Society in many
ways. The PHSNE Board of Directors has created the Paul Wing
Memorial Fund for the purchase of
a special stereo screen that will be
on loan to the National Heritage
Museum in Lexington, Massachusetts, and will be used by the
Stereo New England group, of
which Paul was the master, for
their meetings and programs that
are held at the museum. Additional funds may be used to purchase a
Brackett stereo projector. Donations may be sent to PHSNE, PO
Box 650189, West Newton, MA
02465-0189.

,

V i s i t our World Wide Web Catalog at
www.stereoscopy.com/reel3d
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Reel 3-D Enterprises, Inc.
P.O. Box 2368
Culver City, CA 9023 1 USA

Telephone: + l (3 10) 837-2368
F a : + I (310) 558-1653
e-mail: reel3d@aol.com

- Definitive
e View* Architectural Classics
series of View-master packets
has ventured beyond strictly
architectural subjects with their
new packet, Charles &Ray Eames
Stereo Photographs. Even those
unfamiliar with the world of
industrial and commercial design
have probably heard of the " m e s
chair", named "design of the century" by Zme magazine in 1945.
To quote from the packet notes:
"Charles and Ray Eames rank
among the most important American designers of the twentieth cenwry. Known for their groundbreaking contributions to architecture,
furniture design, industrial design
and manufacturing, and the
photographic arts, they were
enthusiastic hands-on explorers of
new media. It is no surprise to
learn that they experimented with
3-D photography."
The association of Frank ~ l o y d
Wright with stereography continues indirectly in this 6th publication from View*, which has produced two packets on Wright's
work. Charles Earnes was expelled

_.

Charles a day Eames:
Stereo photographs

m

ViedProductions 2002. Three reel
Vim-Master packet, stereographs by
Charles and Ray Eames, notes by
Eames Demetrlos. 524.95 postpaid,
air add 53, add 8.25%
u in TN only. Send check or money
order to V i M Productions, box 11835,
Knoxville TN 37939, TeiIFax (888) 7828782, emaii: info&im.
--
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from Washington University in St.
Louis for his advocacy of Wright,
who encouraged the use of stereo
in documenting architecture.
Eames went on to head the Design
Department at Cranbrook academy
of Art in Michigan where he met
wife-to-be Ray Kaiser, with whom
he would employ stereo to d m merit their architectural and design
work.
The Eameses documented in
stereo their 1949 Pacific Palisades
home, from its very opin living
and garden spaces overlooking the
Pacific to a close-up of breakfast
waiting on a patio table. They had
designed and built the house as
part of the Case Study House Program sponsored by Arts & Architecture magazine. As Eames Demetrios
mentions in his notes for the packet, "Considered one of the most
important post-war residences, the
design and innovative use of materials made this house a mecca for

architects and designers from all
over the world."
The couple's interest in photography also involved the creation of
about 125 short films about topics
from natural science to history to
mathematical concepts, as in their
classic Powers of Ten. Three of the
scenes in the packet were taken on
the Set of the 1954 hmes film Sofa
Compact, documenting in 3-D
some of their showroom arrangements. Two scenes, unlike images
to be found in published accounts
of most other designers, take us
into the loft of the Eames office
where prototypes of their early
molded plywood chairs are seen
stacked to the rafters in jumbled
piles-an in-depth peek into a slice
of the working history of 20th
century design.

..
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1 The
Third
Reich's Third
I

Dimension
I is not only of ~hoto-historical

T

e entire 3-D archives of the
famous Schoemteh-Verlag
firm were prchasd by the
Deutsches Historisches Museum
(G~MMIIHistorical Museum)of
Berlin at a 1996 auction in
Cologne. This gave German photohistorian and NSA Board member
Dieter Lorenz access to over 31,000
images and other material in the
archive for his ongoing research
into the history of Raumbild-Verlag Schoenstein. (Seehis feature
article in SW Vol. 12 No. 5.) It was
also important that he got access
to the records of the "Spmchkammer" for additional background
material on Otto Schoenstein and
his 3-D publishing company. The
Raumbild-Ver& prMtshinghouse
Der Raumbild-Vedag Otto
Schdnstein - Zur Ceschichte
der Stereoskopie"
by Dieter Lorenz, OHM Magazin No. 27,
Deutsches Historisches Museum, Berlin
2001, ISBN: 3-86102-025-4. Text in
German only, 56 pages, 28 x 21 cm with
118 two and three-dimensional images.
Available from Deutsches Historisches
Museum, Unter den Unden 2, D-10117
Berlin, Germany, phone +49 30 20304827, fax +49 30 20304543, e-mail:
mh&dm&. The magazine is
€ 7.90, the optional viewer ise2.30.
For surface shipping adce3.32, for
air mail add c 17.38. E-mail orders
and credit cards accepted.
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interest, bht is-also signi!lcant to
contemporary political history due
to its links with the Third Reich.
In late 2001, the Deutsche Historische Museum in Berlin published, in its DHM Magazin series,
an issue devoted entirely to the
history of "Der Raumbild-Verlag
Otto Sch6nsteinnby Dieter Lorenz.
The [German language] magazine
describes the history of the publishing company from beghnhg
to end. Their core business was to
publish works containing threedimensional images. Through a
partnership with Heinrich Hoffmann, Reichs-photo-reporterof
the NSDAP (National Sodalist German Labor Party), the firm was
very closely involved with the propaganda machinery of the Third
Reich. This assodation had both
its pros and cons.It is interesting
to kam a h t the consequences-of
the partnership in the article's
-account.
Other sections of the SchoenWn history concern the 3-D
trnyFe afihfves, the photographers,
Indthecamerasused.AUofthe
Cxmrpanys products are described
[md many illustrated] in detail.
Tmese include Das Rmmtbild, a
monthly magazine for stereo t o p
ics as well as numerous 3-D illustrated books on subjects from German towns to art, Venice, nature,

religion, Nazi themes, WW 11, and
the Olympic games of 1936. Also
covered are special Raumbild publications that illustrated companies
and factories. In later years they
published smaller 3-D albums and
3-D slipcases. After WW 11, texts
were in English for the U.S.occuThis and other RaumbiM-Verlag
advertisements OR? included in the
article along with mwrs of Das
Raumbikl magazine and detailed
photos of various RoumbiM books
and stere0sq.m. As seen on the
DHM cover, then? OR? also excrmples
of the fkcyuint fwms with negative
other data.
L

pying forces and included Stereo
Book U.S.Occupied Zone of Germany,
U.S.Air Force Europe, and Bavaria.
They also produced a lot of loose
3-D image sets on various themes
and even special postcards.
A lot of two-and three-dimensional images of outstanding reproduction quality illustrate the fascinating text, which is meticulous in
its historical details. Above all I
should mention the 21 pages containing four 3-D pairs each from
different 3-D image sets such as:
Reichs-party conferences (Hitler,
Goebbels, Hess), an art exhibition
(Entartete Kunst), the Olympic
Games of 1936 (Leni Riefenstahl),
World's Fair of 1937 (Paris), images
from Germany, views from Venice,
stereos of wW I1 bomb damage in
Munich and Berlin, Nazi "model"
factories, etc.

I Editor's View

,cmfld+,

participated in NSA conventions
including Buffalo. He almost literally never stopped talking about
stereo, and it never stopped being
interesting. You could learn more
just eavesdropping on Paul Wing
conversations in the hall than
from most stereo history or technical books.
My personal memories of times
with paul are far too numerous to
describe or even separate easily.
Conversatons, some running late
into the night as in a hotel room
in Cincinnati, seem to fuse into an
extended dialog set in locations all
over the w~rld.An animated
digression into details of Realist
camera design that drew far too
much of his attention from traffic
for comfort while riding with him
from D.C.to Philadelphia blends
into thoughts of similar discussions from a monestary garden in
the Netherlands to a convention
center in New Hampshire to the
cool upper deck of a tour boat,
where even the lights of Paris gliding past in the October night barely slowed the stream of stereo discourse. The times he stopped talking were when he was playing his
recorder, and those always turned
into a sort of photo-op for anybody nearby. I took my share of
"Paul playing" shots, but not on

Rouml
Raumt
prints I

Vo. 377S8 %dem&s-Benz in Untertii~kheim~
1938" is just one of the 94
/er@ views rqmnhed at full size. Sets of these 6 x 13 fonnot photogmphu
lwvy paper filled the inside packets of the now very cdlectibk RaumbiM books.

The publication concludes with
a detailed bibliography of all
Schoenstein publications discovered by the author. For enthusiasts

of stereoscopy in general as well as
those especially interested in its
historical aspects, this is interesting, recommendable reading. ma

,

Explore
the
World 1

the occasion that is most indelibly
etched in my memory.
The 1987 ISU congress in Interlaken, Switzerland, included a bus
tour to waterfalls and glaciers near
Meiringen and Grindelwald, and a
lunch stop by a pasture in the
shadow of the Wetterhorn--a location straight out of a Heidi movie.
It was my frist (and for all I knew,
only) trip to Europe and I knew it
would never have happened if I
hadn't become involved with
stereo. Meeting so many amazing
people from all over the world and
now traveling with them into the
Swiss Alps took the whole experience even farther beyond anything
I had ever dreamed of-then Paul
Wing pulled out his recorder and
provided a live musical sound
track for this literal and figurative
high point of a very solid 3-D
fantasy. m a

3-D Imaging?
Past & Present,

1
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NATIONAL
STWOSCOPK:
ASSOClATION

P.O. Box 86708
Portland, OR 97286

Current Information
on Stereo Today
David Starkman & john Dennis

Tour the Solar Svstem
from Afghanist& to Venus

hif

s the article in our previous
issue pointed out, stereos of
ghanistan seem to be
exceedingly rare. But some web
surfing in the meantime revealed a
much more recent 3-D image of
that country, taken from orbit 232
kilometers above and displayed as
an anaglyph.
This and other sample images at

http://cass.isc.nasa.nov/research/stereo
-atlasISS3D.HTM provide a preview

of some of the three-dimensional
images of the nine planets, their
satellites, asteroids, and significant
geological formations thatcan be
found on the Lunar and Planetary
Institute's new 3-0Tour of the Solar
System CD-ROM.Most of these
stereo views were created from
photos and images returned by
NASA astronauts and unmanned
space probes, and allow "armchair
astronomers" to explore the solar
system in vibrant realistic detail.
&rough these images, you can
view craters on Venus, hurricanes
on Earth, active volcanos on
Jupiter's moon, 10, and river channels on Mars. The anaglyphic
images are accompanied by a table
of scientific data, brief geological
descriptions, and an extensive
glossary of geologic terms. Each
one can be previewed first as a
thumbnail, then viewed as a large
image next to the text or as a full
screen image.
3-0Tour senior author Dr. Paul
Schenk did the Stereo World feature
"3-D Moons: Hyperstereo of the
Outer Solar System" in Vol. 22 No.
1. He is a staff scientist at the
Lunar and Planetary Institute in
Houston. Since joining the
research staff at the LPI in 1991, he
has been using Voyager and Viking
stereo images to map the topography and geology of the icy outer
planet satellites and Mars. Dr.

I I.
Schenk has been a stereo image aficionado for many years, and
became interested in stereo images
of the planets because they reveal
geologic features not otherwise visible, thereby greatly aiding our
understanding of how and why
features on the planets formed.
The 3-0Tour of the Solar System
CD-ROMcan be ordered through
the web site for $15.00 plus $6
shipping in the U.S. ($9 foreign).
Among the other 3-D products
from LPI are a Thunderstoms in 3-0
poster and a Volcano in 3-0poster.
Each is $7.00 and shipping is the
same as the CD.
The descriptive text with this
image identifies it as: "Darya-Ye
Sut, Afghanistan, Earth. The fanshaped river system in the center
of the scene is the Darya-Ye Sut.
This river lies on the northern
flank of the Hindu Kush mountain
range of northern Afghanistan and

empties into the Amu Darya,
which in turn flows to the Aral
Sea. The different drainage patterns in this area are created as
water erodes rocks of different
hardness and slope. The Darya-Ye
Sut has developed a parallel
drainage pattern, with streams
flowing in one or two general
directions. This pattern formed in
erosion-resistant but fractured Neogene to Pleistocene sandstones,
conglomerates, and siltstones. Parallel drainage patterns tend to
develop on steep slopes or on
rocks that have been fractured in
one or two particular directions.
This drainage pattern bears a
resemblance to some channel networks on Mars, such as the Warrego Valles." Taken from an altitude of 232 kilometers, the hyperstereo has a baseline of 142 kilometers and a convergence angle of
33 degrees.

Upcoming 3-D Large Format Films
by Lawrence Kauhnan

ne of the strongest film slates
ever will be made available t o
the large-format industry during
the next year t o year and a half.
Approximately 30 films from a
variety of independent and Hollywood filmmakers and distributors
are expected, including several
more LF films from Disney. IMAX
will debut its new DMR (Movies
Reimagined by IMAX) with the LF
version of Apollo 13 (1995) in late
summer of 2002. Unfortunately
Disney doesn't yet have any LF 3-D
films planned, but there are a
number of 3-D films coming from
other producers:
The Boxer: As Slim squares off against
Killer, audiences will be amazed not
only by the action of the story, but
also by the fact that these actors are
all virtual-they might be ready to
take over the industry! Born out of
the technology and craftsmanship
that originally created the award-winning short Tony de Peltrie (1985)
(which featured the first lifelike computer-generated actor), The Boxer is a
milestone in the art of 3-D computer
animation. It brings the concept of
the virtual actor to stunning new levels. Producer/director Pierre
Lachapelle has brought together a talented team of animators, artists, programmers and scientists. Coming
from TAARNA Studios, I ~ c .

0

Santa vs. the Snowman: Superstar
writerldirector Steve Oedekerk [Ace
Ventura, The Nutty Professor, Patch
Adams] tells the story of a lonely
Snowman who at first is swept away
by the magical wonders of Santa's
Village, only to ultimately wage war
on Santa because he's jealous of all
the attention Santa gets during
Christmas time. An epic-scale polar
war then develops. The hilarious battle features such holiday defense
mechanisms as hot chocolate squirt
guns, giant Igloo Robot Walkers and
even a 50-foot toy soldier manned by
Santa himself. Originally a 21 minute
1997 TV Christmas special starring
the voices of Jonathan Winters, Victoria Jackson and Ben Stein. The film
is being turned into an extended,
enlarged and stereoscopic LF film.
Ghosts of the Abyss: Examines the
sinking of the Titanic and the Bismarck. Director James Cameron has
designed several revolutionary camera systems including a new digital
3-D stereo camera system co-designed

by Sony. Joining the expedition are
historians Ken Marshall, Charles Pellegrino, Don Lynch and John Broadwater and microbiologists Roy Cullimore and Lori Johnson. In addition
several actors including Bill Paxton
from Cameron's film Titanic (1997)
join Cameron not as actors but as
explorers. Produced by Earthship Productions, distributed by Walden
Media and due in the fall of 2002.
SOS Planet: One important message is

not being heard as loudly as it needs
to be: the need for all of us to preserve the abundance and diversity of
life on Earth. nWave Pictures and
WWF Netherlands have accepted this
challenge with the creation of SOS
Planet. The film is a ground breaking
LF documentary that raises some of
the crucial environmental issues of
our time while taking a serious look
at the role of the mass media in the
campaign to protect the planet from
slow but seemingly unavoidable
destruction. The film will combine
live-action footage digital effects and
computer-generated sequences in a
truly immersive experience. A fall
2002 release is planned.
Bugs!: Principal Media Group (UK)
continues to move forward on their
spectacular 3-D LF film following the
perilous journey that is a bug's life.
Using bespoke lenses the film will
feature never-before-seen 3-D macro
close-ups of insect behavior and stunning shots of the Costa Rican rain
forest.
Shrek: (2001) You know the story, a
reclusive ogre and a chatterbox donkey go on a quest to rescue a princess
from a tyrannical midget Lord. PDI/
Dreamworks has the 3-D LF files and
had planned to release the LF version
last year with some additional
footage until IMAX backed out. The

future is uncertain for the 3-D LF version, but I am hoping that it makes it
to the giant screen.
Gulliver's Travels: From Mainframe
Entertainment, the creators of the
innovative TV series Reboot comes a
3-D animated version of Jonathan
Swift's classic story. Travel on an
amazing journey with Gulliver to the
land of Lilliput and beyond as top
screenwriter Arne Olsen adapts this
classic tale.
These films are still listed as i n
development on t h e IMAX website:
In Dreamtime: An anthropologist in
search of one of the last remaining
Aboriginal tribes hires an Aboriginal
pilot to fly him deep into Kakadu,
Australia. Over 20 years ago, the pilot
turned his back on his roots and
through his expedition with the
anthropologist rediscovers his heritage and the importance of preserving his tribe's rites and ritual songs.
AFJcan Safari: From Michael
Caulfield, writer/director of Africa's
Elephant Kingdom (1998) comes the
story of an American photographer
assigned to initially cover the relocation of an African pygmy tribe who
uncovers a black-market scheme
involving wild animals. He is forced
to flee into the African wilderness to
save himself and an orphaned oneyear old chimpanzee.
Eddy Deco: Based on legendary cartoonist Gahan Wilson's novel Eddy
Deco's Last Caper with an adaptation
by Steven-CharlesJaffe [Motel Hell]
and Nicholas Meyer [Star Trek IV: The
Voyage Home, Zme After Time].A New
York City detective finds himself
embroiled in a bizarre case involving
a beautiful alien princess in this 3-D
animated film noir.

Disney World's Next 3-D Attraction
ouse Tips, the unofficial

M

newsletter of Walt Disney
World reports that t h e Legend of the
Lion King attraction has closed forever to make room for a new
attraction, Mickey's PhilharMagic.
This new show will be a "next generation 3-D attraction" and is
scheduled to open sometime i n
2003. In addition t o Mickey, t h e
film will feature all t h e popular
Disney characters including Donald, Ariel, Aladdin, Jasmine a n d

Simba, to name only a few. Once
this attraction opens each of t h e
four theme parks will have their
o w n 3-D movie.
The film will be projected on a
150-foot screen complete with various special effects similar to those
used i n MuppetVision 3-0a n d It's
Tough to Be a Bug. D i s v y has a
poster up i n front of t h e attraction,
which gives guests some very subtle clues to its content.
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Another Classic
Synchronized Hypers
3-D Text on
with an Astronomical Base
the Web
S
STEREO T

cheduled for launch in 2004, the
Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) will consist of two
identical spacecraft with identical
instruments orbiting the sun in
positions slightly ahead of and
slightly behind the Earth at an
angular separation of 20 - 30
degrees. First reported in NewViews
Vol. 26 No. 5, page 30, the mission
is designed to provide the first
stereo viewing of the sun from outof-Earth-orbit vantage points.
This wide hyperstereo base will
make possible true, synchronized
stereoscopic images and numerous
other triangulation measurements
of the sun, and reveal the true 3-D
structure of coronal mass ejections.
These (CME) eruptions are known
to cause disruptions in communications, power lines, satellites, and
other technologies. STEREO will
reveal the true nature of the sunEarth system and provide unique
alerts for Earth-directed solar ejections.
Now a poster including a 3-D
anaglyph of the sun's surface and
corona is available as a PDF file for
printing. YOU can use the link on
is column depends on readers for
mformation. (We don't know everythin
Starkman, NewVrews Edrtor, P.0.BOX236
C I I I V P ~r

i t ~CA 907q 1
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the mission website: http://stp.gsfc
.nasa.~ovlmissions/stereo/stereo.htm
or you can go directly to the poster
at: http:llstp.nsfc.nasa.nov/imanesL
mission ~roductslstereolstereoposter[
stereo-~osterfront.pdf.
The STEREO mission will be a
multilateral international collaboration involving participants from
France, Germany, the United
States, and United Kingdom. It is
managed by the NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center, with the Johns
Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory responsible for
implementation and operations.

he second title to be made available in the Stereoscopic Displays
& Applications "Virtual Library" is
the classic Three-DimensionalPhotography-Principles of Stereoscopy
by Herbert C. McKay. First published in 1948, this electronic edition is a copy of the 1953 edition
The chapters include: Elementary Stereography, Stereoscopic
Cameras, Stereographic Technique,
Flash in Stereo, Color in Stereo,
Pictorial Stereography, Applied
Stereoscopy, Polarized Light
Applied to Stereoscopy, Close-up
Stereography, Trick Work and
Hyperstereo. The book also provides a review of a wide range of
stereoscopic cameras, viewers and
projectors available at the time.
The book contains a glossary of
stereoscopic terms and is amply
illustrated.
Both the McKay book and the
first Virtual Library book, Foundations of the Stereoscopic Cinema by
Lenny Lipton (SW Vol28 No. 3
page 33) are available as PDF files
to read on screen or print. The
downloaded file contains scans of
all pages in the original book, and
the full text can be searched for
key words or phrases. The Virtual
Library is at: http://www.stereoscopic
.org/libra~/index.html.
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19th and
Early 20th
Century
Stereoviews
For Sale

Explore the World of Stereo Images
,.m

ax s r a n my uilrycar 3
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BMd q a d n e a n d x e as a

member of the National Sbzeosco~icAsmiation.
-

U.S. membership mailed third class ($26).

I

] U.S. membership mailed 6rst class for faster delivery ($38).

-

-

For@ membership mailed surface rate, and 6nt class to Canad. ($38).
Foreign membenkdp mailed international airmail($56).
Send a m o l e copy (US. $5.00, all other $6.50).
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Over 3,500
all illustrated, graded
& priced,(includingglass

views), work by Bedford,
England, Sedgfield etc.
Especially strong on UK
and European views.

Only online at:
www.worldofstereoviews.com

Address

UP

state

II

1 , [N$A~National Stereoscopic Associatipe 1
PO Box 86708, Poriland, OR 97286
lbeOnlgN~OrgankatioaDmXedEndPsiPdgToStaeoPhotoanphy,~StaeoPkm,3-Dlrmglry
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CHARLES WEITFLE STEREOVIEWS AND CABINET CARDS

' I
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For Sale

For Sale

1
1 EARLY 20TH CENTURY stereovkws
for sale. Over 3,500 all illustrated, graded &
priced,(includlng glass views), work by Bedford,
England, Sedgfleld etc. Especially strong on UK
and European views. only online at :

NEW RMSED EDITION of John H--_mith's
'Stmo Vbws, An Hlustrated HkWy and hice
Guide" isevsilabbsigned by theauthor, $24.95
softbound, add $2.95 postsge md hand#ng.
(Fdgn cwdamen, Pdd an addltbd $1.25.)
Plessemthereisnohardboundof~edition.MostslwrdorVisaacceptsd.JohnWa16
smith. PO Box 83. Sharon m.OH 44274.

.-

3-D BOOKS, VIEWERS, and paraphernaliato suit
every s$reoscoplc whlm and fancy, all at territlc
prices1 For a free list, write, call or fax Cygnus
Graphic, PO Box 32481, MIX
AZ ,850642461, MU (602)279-7658.

EBAY POWERSELLER with 310& feedback sokcits View-Master consignments for sale on sbPy;
20% commissbn; large customer base; payment 30 days after Ilsting; member NsA; South
Carolina licensed auctioneer (SCAL 3500). Norm
IVW,
803-699-6334,

m.

COKE-SCOPE VIEWS or sets, any subject or
condition. No viewers unless with views. John
Waidsmith, 302 Granger Rd., Medina, OH
44256.

VIEW-MASTER (Personal) Stereo Camera f3.5
25mm lens wlth original camera case and ViewMaster flash Guard. View-Master film cutter. 3-D
I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHSI Stereoviews,
cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP post
View-Master with very dear v i m lens. All in
very good condition. All for $400. Cali (805)
cards, albums and photographs taken before
1 237-2214.
1 1920. Also interested in Xerom of Arizona
stereographs and photos for ressarch. Will pay
Inexcelknt
condition. For a
H"ll
postage and copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 2120 S.
IWM, pm, and d h ~ o l tphotos, e-dl
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Kansas, also Lnnnca and Topeka, Kansas; all
Kevstom. Kilbum. Underwood. Uni-auMlshsrs
~ -

~

-

-

versal, and i s p c i i l y L.G. Kennedy (local
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COLLECT, TRADE, BUY & SELL: 19th Century
images (cased, stereo, Cdv, cabinet & large
paper) Bill Lee, 8858 Galdiator Way, Sandy, UT
84094. .SpeciaI1/BS: Western,
Locomotives, Photographers, Indians, Mining,
J. Carbutt, Expeditions, Ships, Utah and
oc~upational

SUBSCRIPTIONS: award winning contemporary
stereoscopic imag8s by Boris S$ros$. Erotic or
Contemporary/Digital image subscriptions available in various formats. Information: wx
stemstemm;;3D Showcase,
POB 772, Charbtb~~Mle,
VA 22902.

I
I

CHICAGO related, other Illinois, and Jewish related stereoviews. Please contact M Josephson,
1001 Spring St. 1623, S i b r Spring, MD, 209104008. (301) 608-8127. .-

STEREOVIEW PRICE GUIDE. Only $7.0011 Great
for people buylng from aucUons and for cdlect o n who want to know the latest mallzedauction
values. Only numbered views over $50 are listed. Doc Boehme, 1236 Oakcrest Ave. W,
RosevHle, MN 55113 r i w h k a m .

I HAVE A '3D Projectlon Mirror Box" that I will
g b free to someone that can and will use It.
W.R.
(301) 863-9467. .-

I

BICYCLESAND MOTORCYCLES. Any stereoptics,
photographs, ephemera, medals, catalogs,
,memorabilia, etc. related to early cycling.
Singles or cdkctions. Generally 1860-1955.
Permanent want. Loren Shields, W Box 211,
Chagrin Falls, OH 44022-0211, Phone (905886-6911,-.

STEREOVIEWS, CDVs, CABINETS, etc. Direct
sale: send me your wants. Tim Mclntyre, 137
Nile, Stratford Ontario, N5A 4E1, Canada. Tel:
519-273-5360, Fax: 519-273-7310,@11~il:
W
QQa&&
web page: .I
collect: Canada and Europe views - let me know
what vou have.

Austmlla

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD Photographic
History Museum. Stereographs of the first
transcontinental railroad are now on display at:

s one of the benefits of membership, NSA
offend
use of classified
advtttlslng.
usr I00 words pn
ywr, d W into t h m ads with a maximum
of 35 words per ad. Additional words or additional ads may be inserted at the rate of 20t
per word. Please indude payments with ads.
We cannot provide biiiings. Ads wiU be piaced
in the issue being assemMcd at the time of
their anjvol unless a specific kter issue is
quested.
SendaUods, withpayment, to:
STEREO WORLD C k r d l c d ~ ,
5610 JIF 71st, Portland, OR 97206.
(A mte sheet for disphry ads is awikMe from
the same address. Please send SASE.)

ALWAYS WANTED TO BUY: Early photographic
views and stereoviews of New Hampshire White
Mountain and northern N.H. regions, 1850s1890s wanted for my collection. Town views,
main streets, bridges, homes, occupational,
coaches, railroads, etc. wanted from Baltlett,
Bethlehem, Carroll, Conway, Crawford Notch,
Dlxvllle Notch, Franconia, Franconia Notch, Glen,
Gorham, Gunthwaite, Lisbon, Lltlkton, North
Conway, Mt Washkrgton, Whitafield and areas.
E-mail images to, or
send photocopies to David Sundman, President,
Umeton Coin Company, 1309 Mt. Eustis Rd.,
Lrmeton, NH 03561-3735.

-

BOOK, The S&e at Port Atihur; hardback with
3-D vkwsr. $15 Econ Air. (Cash preferred). Ron
Blum, 2 Hlwsey Ave., Oaklands Park SA 5046,

AmembersMembm
are
frrc!
moy

A DOORS JIM MORRISON 3D SLIDE would
make my day1 Iwill buy ANY 30 photos or slides
of The Doors 80s rock group. I ako buy most
memorabilia relating to the band. Please contact
me: Kerry Humpherys, W Box 1441, Orem, UT
84059..-

TELEBINOCULAR set of t h m (like) books.
Around the Workl Telebinocular works. Houssd
in one set.86 views T-2 4297 housed in second
set. All Kaystone. gS views T-301-T800 housed
in thlrd set. All Keystone. James E. Stein
lmawmwm (802) 775-643.
STEREO VIEWS for sale on our website at:
E-mail:
a or contact us by writing to Dave or Cyndi
Wood, W Box 838, Milford, PA 18337. Phone
(570) 296-6176. Ako wanted views by L.
Hensel of NY and PA.

3D NUDES and erotica CD-ROM: 400+ contemp
rary hna~egby m r d winninO photogrsphers
Boris Stpros$ and Lany Ferguson. Full screen
stereo pairs and anaglyphs. Indudes3d glasses.
I n t o m o n : www.tds.com; baeutv03ds.com;
Dynamic Symmehy, W B 772,Charlottesville,
VA 22902.

INDIAN STEREOVIEW BOOK, 56 pages, soft
cover. Info and prices on over 700 Stereoviews.
View lisblng for Forsyth, Haynes, Hillers, Morrow, Muybridge, O'Sulllvan and Ummerman.
Keystone 100 lndlan set and much, much more.
Leo Albright, 233 Redbud Dr., Paradise, CA
95989. E-mail: .-

-

Wanted

I

KOREAN IMAGES WANTED. Old photographs,
glass slides, and sbmdews of Koreg. Also
other early mpterhlsabout Korea. NormanThorpet Koma Photo Researcher, 6920 So. South
Meadows W..S p p l r * WA 99223, sopub
4311, m
.

HELER of Yr*a
Jam, Callfornia. Anything1 Also, any early Callfomia or westem views wanted. Carl Mautz, cmautrQnccn.net,
(530)478-1610.

-

Wanted

MUYBRIDGE VIEWS - Top prices paid. Also
Michigan and Mining the 3Ms. Many views
available for trade. Leonard Walle, 47530 Edinborough Lane, Novi, MI 48374.

-

STEREO P
H
m TOOLS
SUDEBARS for
s#lr-n

m

STEREO CARDS of submarines, tanks and airshi~s.G.K. Nash, Box 7482, Amarillo, TX 79114.

THE RHlNE AND IT'S VlClNTY by William England
and other stereoviews of the Rhineland always
wanted. Please contact Hartmut Wettmann,
Postfach 210 729, 10507 Berlin, Germany or
email: hartmut@wettmann.deor:
YOU COULD HAVE told the world of your stereo
needs in this ad space! Your membership entitles you to 100 words per year, divided into three
ads with a maximum of 35 words per ad. Additional words and additional ads may be inserted
at the rate of 20t per word. Send ads to the
National Stereoscopic Association, P.O. Box
14801, Columbus, OH 43214. A rate sheet for
display ads is available upon request. (Please
send SASE for rate sheet.)

Explore
the world
:

I
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%t#
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H-Ww UPm 38"TWIN CAMERA MOUNTS

SINGLE VIEWS, or complete sets of "Longfellow's
Wayside Inn" done by D. C. Osborn, Artist, Assabet, Mass., Lawrence M. Rochette, 169 Woodland Drive, Marlborough, MA 01752.

STEREO REALIST 1525 Accessory Lens Kit for
Macro Stereo Camera; Realist 2066 Gold Button
Viewer; Realist 6-drawer stereo slide cabinet in
Exc.+ or better condition (must contain Realist
logo); Baja 8-drawer stereo slide cabinet with
plastic drawers marked "Versafile". Mark Willke,
200 SW 89th Ave., Portland, OR 97225. (503)
797-3458 days.

u

JASPER ENGINEERING

CDV(3318'X43/8')
per 100:
$8
case of 1000:
CDV POLYESTER (2-mil )
per 100:
$13
caseof1000:
per page
$0.50 caseof 100:
CDV PAGE 6-pocket top load
per100:
POSTCARD (3 34' X 5 34')
$9
caseof1000:
4' x 5'
per 100:
$9
caseof 1000:
STEREO 1 16 314 COVER (3 34' x 7')
per 100:
$10
case of 1000:
STEREOPOLYESTER
per 100:
2-mil $16 or %mil
CABINET 1 CONTINENTAL (4 38' X 7) per 100:
$1 1
case of 1000:
110 COVER (4 318' x 9 518')
per 100:
$22
caseof 500:
5' x 7'
per 50:
$8
caseof 200:
BOUDOIR (5 112' X 8 112')
per 25:
$7
caseof 500:
8.~10'
per 25:
$9
case of 200:
11.x 14'
per 10:
$9
case of 100:
per 10:
16' x 20' New! Improved! Sealed!
$22
case of 100:
R u m l l Norton, PO Bx 1070, N.w H.vm, CT 06504-1070
US SHIPPING (48 States): $4 per order. Institutional billing. (2001)
CowwkU o d m dd 6% tu on mtka 1ol.l includina .hiodna.

Anaglyph RedlCyan
Publication Bind-lns
Dlrect Mail 3D Postcards
Secret Reveal Decoders
Hand Helds
Polarized
~~Mich
Proviewn 3D Glasses
Fireworks Glasses
Eclipse Shadesm

9

1
1
1

1

c

Custom Printing
Custom Die Shapes
30 Photo raphy
3D A-o 4,
3D Conversions

- Free samples sent on ~equest-

Rainbow Symphony, Inc.

8860 Canby Ave. #I
20, Resede, CA 91335
800-82l-6122 818-706-84~ k~6706-8410

www.rainbowsymphony.com
3dglassesOrainbowsymphony.com
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We've moved again!

Concepts
P.O. Box 715 Carlisle, MA 01741 (978)371-5557

New viewers
st1 & lighted models

"Super Rriw . ' '
BracL t Dissolver
no"

Am'%

F"'

stereo Macrolist
Contact us with your questions a~QnA@make3Dimages.com

-

Expanded
and ~
rndat~d
-..-r----product line

www.make3D1mages.com
Multi-slide
Rotary Viewers

paper 3 0 glasses, is your one-stop source
for all your all your paper 3D and stereo
viewer products. We specialize in the custom
manufacture of printed 3D glasses with the

Pulfrich (television and video)

American Paper Optics is the exclusive
manufacturer of 3D glasses with
ChromaDeptW and HoloSpexTMlenses, and
our unique patented paper stereo viewers.

3080 BARTLETT CORPORATE DRIVE. BARTLET. TN 38133
800-767-8427 901-301-1515 FAX 901-381-1517
Sae us at. mnv.3dglessesonlins.com
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AUCTIONS

gef f e r e a n $tereaptire
(Since 1981)

John Saddy

50 Foxborough Grove

London, Ontario

N6K 4A8 CANADA

mi

Main Phone Line (519) 641-4431 Personal Fax Line (519) 641-2899

E-mail: john.saddy.3d@sympatico.ca

CONSWGNMENTS WEI[,COME FROM ANYWIC[EIRE ON EAIRTHII
Take advantage of my powerful, extensive, and ever-expanding mailing list, built up through world-wide
advertising and reputation so you the consignor can benefit from excellent prices on choice material.

TERMS FOR CONSIGNMENT
EACH LOT IS CHARGED ITS INDIVIDUAL COM

G ON ITS REALIZED PRICE.

If lot realizes up to $40 ................................
30%
If lot realizes $41 .OO to $200.00..................25%
If lot realizes $201 .OO to $500.00................20%
If lot realizes $501 .OO or more .....................15%

"I SPECLALIZE IN
CONSIGNMENTS;
I BUY TOO!"

..........

(Etc.1 These auctions include fine
View-Master,
in
U.S.A.
and
reels, packets,
etc. 1'11 handle any 3-D format including Tru-Vue films and
cards, Meopta reels & Realist format slides. I also handle
cameras and other equipment.
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STEREO CARDS

Ranging in price from bulk lots
at 25 cents per card, to single-card lots at hundreds of
dollars per card. I also handle viewers, Richard glass
views, full-size glass views, tissues, cased images, boxed
sets, and more (from 1850s to 1930s).
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Anthony #2988
Abraham Lincoln
Sold for Sl705.

DOCS AND EATS ( ~ 8 2 0 )

Centennial
Photographic
Co. #2025
Liberty Hand at
the Philadelphia
1876 Exhibition
Sold for $490.

THE MUNSTERS (B481)
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Contact me to get on my mailing Hst
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Please speclfy If your Interest is Stereo Cards,
Vlew-Master, or both.

